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FATOU’S THEOREM FOR NON-COMMUTATIVE
MEASURES
MICHAEL T. JURY AND ROBERT T.W. MARTIN
Abstract. A classical theorem of Fatou implies that the Radon-
Nikodym derivative of any finite positive Borel measure, µ, on the
unit circle in the complex plane with respect to Lebesgue measure,
is recovered as the non-tangential boundary limits of the Poisson
transform of µ in the complex unit disk (a.e.). This positive har-
monic Poisson transform is the real part of an analytic function
whose Taylor coefficients are the (conjugate) moments of µ.
Replacing Taylor series indexed by the non-negative integers
(the universal singly-generated monoid) by power series indexed by
the free (universal) monoid on d generators, we show that Fatou’s
Theorem and related results have natural extensions to the setting
of positive harmonic functions in several non-commuting matrix-
variables, and a corresponding class of positive ‘non-commutative
measures’.
1. Introduction
The goal of this paper is to extend results from classical Measure The-
ory and the theory of Hardy Spaces of analytic functions in the open unit
disk D in the complex plane, from one to several non-commuting vari-
ables. In particular we are interested in Fatou’s theorem, which recovers
the Radon-Nikodym derivative of a measure µ on the unit circle (with re-
spect to Lebesgue measure) from the boundary values of its Poisson inte-
gral Pµ (which is the real part of an analytic function hµ, given by the
Riesz-Herglotz integral of µ). In the non-commutative (NC) setting, posi-
tive measures on the circle are replaced with positive linear functionals on
the Free Disk System (what we will call ‘NC measures’; all terminology will
be defined carefully below), the NC multi-variable analogue of the operator
First named author partially supported by NSF grant DMS-1900364.
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system of the Disk Algebra. While no suitable notion of boundary values ap-
pears to be available in this NC context, there is a notion of Riesz-Herglotz
transform, which associates to µ a NC Herglotz function Hµ with positive
real part in a certain non-commutative, multi-variable unit row-ball. We
are then faced with two basic problems: First, give a suitable definition of
the Lebesgue decomposition µ = µac + µs of an NC measure (with respect
to the ‘vacuum state’, which is the natural analogue of Lebesgue measure),
and secondly, assuming such a NC Lebesgue Decomposition Theory can be
developed, find a method of recovering the absolutely continuous part, µac of
the NC measure µ from the NC Riesz-Herglotz Transform Hµ. (Obviously,
this method must make no reference to boundary values, so it is of some
interest even in the disk.) We will put forward solutions to both of these
problems.
Let us describe this background in more detail, which will also allow us
to establish some notation. We recall that the Hardy Space, H2(D) is the
Hilbert space of all analytic functions in D with square-summable Taylor
coefficients (and with the ℓ2 inner product of these Taylor series coefficients
at 0 ∈ D). Any element of the Hardy space H2 has non-tangential boundary
limits on the unit circle in the complex plane, ∂D, almost everywhere with
respect to Lebesgue measure, and the identification of h ∈ H2 with its
boundary limits is an isometry into L2(∂D). The Hardy algebra, H∞(D), is
the unital Banach algebra of bounded analytic functions in D, multiplication
by any h ∈ H∞(D) defines a bounded linear map from H2 into itself, so that
H∞(D) can be viewed as the multiplier algebra of H2(D).
In measure theory and Hardy space theory, there is an (essentially) bi-
jective correspondence between finite, positive, and regular Borel measures
on the unit circle ∂D, and contractive analytic functions in D. Namely,
if b ∈ [H∞(D)]1 is a contractive analytic function in D, then its Cayley
Transform,
Hb :=
1 + b
1− b ,
is a Hergotz function, an analytic function with non-negative real part on
D. By the Riesz-Herglotz representation formula for positive harmonic func-
tions, there is a unique positive measure, µb, so that
Hb(z) + iIm (Hb(0)) =
∫
∂D
1 + zζ∗
1− zζ∗µb(dζ).
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This measure, µb, is called the Clark or Aleksandrov-Clark measure of b ∈
[H∞(D)]1, and many properties of b are reflected in those of µb [28]. For
example, a theorem of Fatou, [8] (see [9, Chapter 3.3: Fatou’s Theorem]),
implies that the Radon-Nikodym derivative of µb with respect to normalized
Lebesgue measure, m, on ∂D is given (m − a.e.) by the non-tangential (in
particular radial) limits of the positive harmonic function Re (Hb):
µb(dζ)
m(dζ)
= lim
z
∠→ζ
Re
(
1 + b(z)
1− b(z)
)
(m− a.e.)
= lim
z
∠→ζ
(1− b(z)∗)−1(1− b(z)∗b(z))(1 − b(z))−1; m− a.e.
= lim
z
∠→ζ
1− |b(z)|2
|1− b(z)|2 (m− a.e.),
where ζ ∈ ∂D, z ∈ D, and z ∠→ ζ denotes non-tangential convergence.
In particular, it follows that the Clark measure, µb, of b is singular with
respect to Lebesgue measure if and only if b is inner, i.e. has unimodular
non-tangential boundary limits m−a.e. on ∂D. (Under the identification of
h ∈ H2 with its boundary values, it is clear that any contractive analytic
b ∈ [H∞]1 is inner if and only if the multiplier Mb is an isometry of H2 into
itself.)
This bijective correspondence between positive measures and contractive
analytic functions extends naturally to the non-commutative multi-variable
setting of the Non-commutative (NC) or Free Hardy Space, [24, Section 5]
(see also [10, 11]). Here, the Free Hardy Space can be viewed as a Hilbert
space of matrix-valued analytic functions in an open unit ball or disk of
several non-commuting matrix-variables [11, 23, 26, 4, 20, 15]. Elements
of this NC Hardy space have Taylor series expansions indexed by the free
or universal monoid on d generators, Fd, so that the Free Hardy Space is
canonically isomorphic to ℓ2(Fd) in the same way that H2(D) is canonically
isomorphic to ℓ2(N0) (the non-negative integers N0 ≃ F1 is the universal
monoid on one generator).
By the Riesz-Markov-Kakutani Representation Theorem, any finite, pos-
itive, and regular Borel measure, µ, on ∂D, can be identified with a positive
linear functional, µˆ on C (∂D), the commutative C∗−algebra of continuous
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functions on the circle:
µˆ(f) :=
∫
∂D
f(ζ)dµ(ζ).
By the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem,
C (∂D) = (A(D) +A(D)∗)−‖·‖∞ ,
where A(D) is the Disk Algebra, the algebra of all analytic functions in D
with continuous extensions to the boundary. In the above formula, elements
of A(D) are identified with their continuous boundary values and ‖ · ‖∞
denotes the supremum norm for continuous functions on the circle. The
Disk Algebra can also be viewed as the norm-closed unital operator algebra
generated by the shift, S := Mz, the canonical isometry of multiplication
by z on the Hardy space, H2(D), which plays a central role in the theory of
Hardy spaces. The positive linear functional µˆ is then completely determined
by the moments of the measure µ:
µˆ(Sk) :=
∫
∂D
ζkdµ(ζ).
The shift on H2(D) is canonically isomorphic to the unilateral shift on
ℓ2(N0). It is natural to view ℓ2(N0) as a simple, directed tree starting from
a single node and with one branch directed downward from each node to the
next. A canonical several-variable extension of ℓ2(N0) is then ℓ2(Fd), where
Fd is the free (and universal) monoid on d generators, the set of all words
in d letters. If we view, as before, ℓ2 of the free monoid as a simple directed
tree starting from a single node and with d branches directed downwards
from each node, it is easy to see that one can define a natural d−tuple of
isometries, the left free shifts, Lk, 1 ≤ k ≤ d which shift along these branches
from nodes indexed by words of length N to those of length N + 1. These
left free shifts have pairwise orthogonal ranges so that the row operator
L := (L1, ..., Ld) : ℓ
2(Fd) ⊗ Cd → ℓ2(Fd) is an isometry from d copies of
ℓ2(Fd) into one copy which we call the left free shift.
The natural analogue of a positive measure in this non-commutative (NC)
multi-variable setting is then a positive linear functional, or NC measure,
on the Free Disk System:
(Ad +A
∗
d)
−‖·‖
,
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whereAd := Alg(I, L)
−‖·‖ is the Free Disk Algebra, the operator norm-closed
unital operator algebra generated by the left free shifts. As in the classi-
cal theory, elements of the free disk algebra can be identified with bounded
(matrix-valued) analytic functions (in several non-commuting matrix vari-
ables) which extend continuously from the interior to the boundary of a
certain non-commutative multi-variable open unit disk or ball.
Any NC measure can be viewed as a densely-defined quadratic form with
domain in ℓ2(Fd), and we develop a Lebesgue Decomposition theory of (pos-
itive) NC measures into absolutely continuous and singular parts using the
Lebesgue Decomposition theorem for quadratic (i.e. sesquilinear) forms due
to B. Simon [31, Section 2], combined with reproducing kernel techniques
applied to the spaces of Cauchy Transforms with respect to the NC mea-
sure. This Lebesgue decomposition theorem for (potentially unbounded)
quadratic forms on Hilbert Space is similar in spirit to von Neumann’s proof
of the Radon-Nikodym Theorem and Lebesgue decomposition theory [32,
Lemma 3.2.3], and our computation of the Radon-Nikodym derivative of
any positive NC measure is also reminiscent of this approach.
In our theory, the Radon-Nikodym derivative of a non-commutative (NC)
measure with respect to NC Lebesgue measure will be a (generally un-
bounded) positive semi-definite L−Toeplitz operator in the sense of [25, 24]
and defines a positive free plurihamonic function in the sense of Popescu
[24].
1.1. Readers’ guide. Section 2 provides the necessary backgound mate-
rial on the free disk algebra, NC function theory, and the formalism of
non-commutative reproducing kernels. Section 3 introduces the necessary
background on NC measures and the NC Cauchy transform. In Section 4 we
describe Simon’s approach to the Lebesgue decomposition of general (not
necessarily bounded) quadratic forms in Hilbert space. We use it to give our
first definition of the Lebesgue dedomposition of an NC measure; however
at this stage it is not clear that the continuous and singular parts of an NC
measures are themselves NC measures. Section 5 then provides an alternate
definition of the Lebesgue decomposition, obtained by examining spaces of
NC Cauchy transforms. In Section 6 we prove that the constructions of
Sections 4 and Section 5 in fact produce the same objects, completing the
description of our NC Lebesgue decomposition. Finally in Section 7 we prove
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our NC Fatou theorem, which shows how to recover the absolutely continu-
ous part of an NC measure from its Riesz-Herglotz transform; the main tool
is the theory of strong resolvent convergence of self-adjoint operators.
2. Background: The Free Hardy Space
The Hardy space, H2(D), of analytic functions in the open unit disk, D,
can be defined in two equivalent ways: On one hand,
H2(D) :=
{
f(z) =
∞∑
k=0
fˆnz
n ∈ Hol(D)
∣∣∣ ∑ |fˆn|2 <∞
}
,
the Hilbert space of all analytic functions in D with square-summable MacLau-
rin series coefficients (and with the ℓ2−inner product of these Taylor series
coefficients at 0). Alternatively,
H2(D) := H(k); k(z, w) :=
1
1− zw∗ ; z, w ∈ D,
is the unique reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) corresponding to the
positive sesqui-analytic Szego¨ kernel, k, on D.
One also has the corresponding two equivalent definitions of the Hardy
algebra H∞(D):
H∞(D) :=
{
h ∈ Hol(D)
∣∣∣∣ sup
z∈D
|h(z)| <∞
}
,
and
H∞(D) := Mult(H(k)); k(z, w) = (1− zw∗)−1 (Szego¨ kernel),
where recall that the multiplier algebra, Mult(H(k)) of a RKHS H(k) is the
unitalWOT−closed (weak operator topology closed) algebra of all functions
h which ‘multiply’ H(k) into itself. Both of these definitions (for both H2
and H∞) have natural non-commutative multi-variable extensions.
2.1. ℓ2 of the free monoid as the Free Hardy Space. From the square-
summable Taylor series definition, is clear that the shift, S = Mz, is an
isometry on H2(D). The map f 7→ (fˆn) of a holomorphic f ∈ H2(D)
to its sequence of MacLaurin series coefficients defines a unitary of H2(D)
onto ℓ2(N0), the square-summable sequences indexed by the non-negative
integers, and the image of the shift under this unitary transformation is
Sˆ, the unilateral shift on ℓ2(N0), the universal pure isometry. Here recall
that the Wold decomposition shows that any isometry on Hilbert space is
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unitarily equivalent to several copies of the unilateral shift, with possibly a
remainder unitary direct summand. A canonical multi-variable extension of
ℓ2(N0) is then ℓ2(Fd), the square-summable sequences indexed by Fd, the free
(universal) monoid on d letters. This is the unital semi-group of all words
in d letters (which can be taken to be {1, ..., d}), with product given by
concatenation of words, and unit equal to the empty word, ∅, containing no
letters (and clearly N0 ≃ F1). The square-summable sequences ℓ2(N0) can
be viewed as a directed graph or tree, starting from a single node (labelled
by 0, the unit of N0), and with one branch connecting each node to the
next. The unilateral shift moves downward along these branches, taking the
orthonormal basis vector of the kth node to that of k + 1. Similarly, ℓ2(Fd)
can be viewed as a tree starting from a single node labelled by the unit,
∅, and with d branches directed downward from each node. In this multi-
variable setting there is now a natural d−tuple of left free shifts shifting
along branches from a given node to d distinct nodes at the next level.
Namely, if eα is the orthonormal basis vector labelled by the word α ∈ Fd,
then Lkeα = ekα; 1 ≤ k ≤ d. It is not difficult to see that the left free shifts
are isometries with pairwise orthogonal ranges,
L∗kLj := δk,jIℓ2(Fd),
so that the d−tuple
L := (L1, ..., Ld) : ℓ
2(Fd)⊗ Cd → ℓ2(Fd),
defines a row isometry, an isometry from several copies of a Hilbert space
into itself. In fact, Popescu’s extension of the Wold decomposition shows
that the left free shift, L, is the universal row isometry (with d components)
[21].
The left free shifts do not commute, and it may appear, at first sight, that
one loses the connection to analytic function theory (since one cannot repre-
sent Lk as Mzk on a space of holomorphic functions). Most remarkably, this
is not the case - instead ℓ2(Fd) can be identified with a space of holomorphic
functions in several non-commuting (NC) variables, Z = (Z1, ..., Zd), and
the Lk ≃ MLZk become left multiplication by these independent NC vari-
ables. Certainly any element of ℓ2(Fd) can be viewed as a formal power
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series in d non-commuting variables z := (z1, ..., zd):
f :=
∑
α∈Fd
fˆαeα 7→
∑
fˆαz
α =: f(z),
where if α = i1i2 · · · in, ik ∈ {1, ..., d}, we use the standard notation zα =
zi1zi2 · · · zid. This is simply a change in notation, however, if Z := (Z1, ..., Zd) :
H⊗ Cd → H is any strict row contraction on a Hilbert space, H,
ZZ∗ = Z1Z∗1 + ...+ ZdZ
∗
d < IH,
then the Popecscu-von Neumann inequality for free polynomials,
‖p(Z)‖ ≤ ‖p(L)‖; p ∈ C{z1, ..., zd},
implies that the power series for f converges absolutely in operator norm
when evaluated at Z (and uniformly on compacta),
‖f(Z)‖2 ≤
‖f‖2
ℓ2(Fd)
1− ‖Z‖2 .
(The above inequality is a further consequence of the fact that ‖p(L)‖ =
‖p‖ℓ2(Fd) for any homogeneous free polynomial.) This shows that the power
series, f , can be viewed as a function on the Non-commutative (NC) open
unit row-ball or disk:
BdN :=
∞⊔
n=1
Bdn; B
d
n :=
(
Cn×n ⊗ Cd
)
1
,
where Bdn can be viewed as the set of all strict row contractions on C
n. Any
such square summable power series (in particular any free polynomial) has
the following three properties:
(1) f : Bdn → Cn×n, f is graded
(2) If Z ∈ Bdn,W ∈ Bdm then
f
([
Z 0
0 W
])
=
(
f(Z) 0
0 f(W )
)
, f respects direct sums,
(3) If W = S−1ZS is similar to Z, then
f(W ) = S−1f(Z)S, f respects similarities.
In modern NC Function Theory, the above three properties are taken as
the axioms defining a non-commutative function [15, 1], and BdN ⊆ Cdnc =⊔
n
(
Cn×n ⊗ Cd), is an example of an NC set (any subset of Cdnc which is
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closed under direct sums is an NC set). The interpretation of ℓ2(Fd) as non-
commutative power series was first developed by Popescu in [23, 26], and
this has been one of the inspirations of modern non-commutative function
theory [15, 1, 4, 2].
Remarkably, any locally bounded NC function (on say a left and right
admissable NC domain, see [15]) is automatically holomorphic in the sense
that it is both Gaˆteaux and Fre´chet differentiable at any point Z ∈ BdN and
has a convergent Taylor-type power series expansion about any point [15,
Chapter 7]. In particular, any f ∈ H2(BdN) is holomorphic. Even more re-
markably, much of classical complex analysis and several complex variables
extends naturally to the setting of NC holomorphic functions with purely
algebraic proofs including the Scwharz Lemma, Cauchy’s estimates, Liou-
ville’s Theorem, Maximum Modulus Priniciple (and much more) [23, 26],
Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz (this is in some sense ‘perfect’ in the NC setting)
and a fully general Maximum Modulus Principle [29], Oka-Weil theorem [1],
and the concept of a complex analytic manifold [2].
It follows that we can identify ℓ2(Fd) with the Non-commutative (NC) or
Free Hardy Space:
H2(BdN) :=
f ∈ Hol(BdN)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ f(Z) =
∑
α∈Fd
fˆαZ
α,
∑
|fˆα|2 <∞
 ,
the Hilbert space of all (locally bounded hence holomorphic) NC functions
on the NC unit ball BdN with square-summable MacLaurin series coefficients.
Under this identification the left free shifts,Lk, become left multiplication
by the independent variables, Lk = M
L
Zk
. One can also define Rk = M
R
Zk
,
the right free shifts, and these are unitarily equivalent to the left free shifts
via the transpose unitary on ℓ2(Fd), U†,
U†eα := eα† ,
where if α = i1 · · · in ∈ Fd, then
α† := in · · · i1,
its transpose.
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Note that ℓ2(Fd) is also canonically isomorphic to the full Fock space over
Cd:
F 2d := C⊕ Cd ⊕
(
Cd ⊗ Cd
)
⊕
(
Cd ⊗ Cd ⊗ Cd
)
⊕ · · ·
=
∞⊕
k=0
(
Cd
)k·⊗
,
the direct sum of all tensor powers of Cd. This isomorphism is implemented
by the unitary map eα 7→ Lα1, where 1 denotes the vacuum vector (which
spans the subspace C ⊂ F 2d ) of the Fock space. Under this isomorphism the
left free shifts become the left creation operators which act as tensoring on
the left by the members of the canonical orthornormal basis of Cd. For the
remainder of the paper we write F 2d in place of ℓ
2(Fd) and we will often use
F 2d and H
2(BdN) interchangeably.
2.2. ℓ2(Fd) as a Non-commutative RKHS. As in the single-variable set-
ting, the Free Hardy Space H2(BdN) can be equivalently defined using (non-
commutative) reproducing kernel theory [4]. The theory of Non-commutative
reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (NC-RKHS) is a faithful analogue of the
classical theory [3, 19]. Here, recall that a reproducing kernel Hilbert space
is a Hilbert space of (say, complex-valued) functions, H, on a set X, so that
point evaluation at any x ∈ X is a bounded linear functional: for any f ∈ H
and x ∈ X,
ℓx(f) := f(x); ℓx ∈ H†.
The Riesz representation lemma then implies there is a corresponding kernel
vector kx ∈ H so that
〈kx, f〉H = ℓx(f) = f(x),
and one typically writes H =: H(k) where the reproducing kernel k : X ×
X → C is defined as:
k(x, y) := 〈kx, ky〉H; x, y ∈ X.
Any reproducing kernel is an example of a positive kernel function on X: A
function k : X×X → C is a positive kernel function if given any finite subset
{x1, ..., xN} ⊂ X, the corresponding Gram matrix of the kxj is positive semi-
definite:
0 ≤ [k(xi, xj)]1≤i,j≤N .
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Conversely, starting with any positive kernel function, k, on X, there is a
unique RKHS of functions on X with reproducing kernel equal to k. (One
simply defines functions ky(x) := k(x, y) for x, y ∈ X, and then takes the
Hilbert space completion with respect to the inner product coming from k.)
The concept of a non-commutative reproducing kernel Hilbert space (NC-
RKHS) is analogous: Let Ω :=
⊔
Ωn,
Ωn = Ω
⋂
Cn×n ⊗Cd,
be any NC subset of the NC universe:
Cdnc :=
∞⊔
n=1
(
Cd ⊗ Cn×n
)
.
A Hilbert space of non-commutative functions, H on Ω (taking values in,
say, Cnc =
⊔
Cn×n) is a NC-RKHS if point evaluation at any point Z ∈ Ωn
is a bounded linear map from H into Cn×n. Denote this evaluation map by
K∗Z : H → Cn×n (for Z ∈ Ωn), and let KZ : Cn×n → H denote its Hilbert
space adjoint (with respect to the normalized trace inner product on Cn×n).
For y, v ∈ Cn we can then define
K{Z, y, v} := KZ(yv∗) ∈ H.
Furthermore, given Z ∈ Bdn, y, v ∈ Cn and W ∈ Bdm, x, u ∈ Cm define the
linear map
K(Z,W )[·] : Cn×m → Cn×m,
by
(y,K(Z,W )[vu∗]x)Cn := 〈K{Z, y, v},K{W,x, u}〉H.
This defines a completely bounded linear map K(Z,W ) : Cn×m → Cn×m so
that K(Z,Z) : Cn×n → Cn×n is completely positive for any fixed Z ∈ Bdn.
The map K(Z,W ) is called the completely positive non-commutative repro-
ducing kernel (CPNC reproducing kernel) for the space H. The CPNC
kernel is a sort of two-argument NC function, i.e. it respects gradings, sim-
ilarities and direct sums in the first argument, and has conjugate properties
in the second argument, see [4] for details. As in the classical theory there
is a bijection between CPNC kernel functions on a given NC set and NC
RKHS on that set [4, Theorem 3.1], and if K is a given CPNC kernel on an
NC set, we will use the notation Hnc(K) for the corresponding NC-RKHS of
NC functions. In particular, the Free Hardy Space is the unique NC-RKHS
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corresponding to the NC Szego¨ kernel :
K(Z,W )[·] :=
∑
α∈Fd
Zα[·](Wα)∗; H2(BdN) = Hnc(K).
All NC-RKHS in this paper will be NC-RKHS of free holomorphic func-
tions on the NC unit ball BdN so that if f ∈ Hnc(K), the Taylor-MacLaurin
series of f at 0 ∈ Bd1 is
f(Z) =
∑
α∈Fd
Zαfˆα; Z ∈ Bdn, fˆα ∈ C,
and the linear coefficient evaluation fuctionals:
f
ℓα→ fˆα; α ∈ Fd,
are all bounded. We will let Kα denote the coefficient evaluation vector :
〈Kα, f〉Hnc(K) = ℓα(f) = fˆα, α ∈ Fd,
and we will typically write ℓα =: K
∗
α. If K is the NC-Szego¨ kernel of the
Free Hardy Space, then
Kα(Z) = Z
α,
i.e. Kα can be identified with the free monomial L
α1 ∈ F 2d .
Recall that any reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) H(k) on a set
X is naturally equipped with a multiplier algebra Mult(H(k)), the algebra
of all functions on X which ‘multiply’ H(k) into itself:
h ∈ H(k), F ∈ Mult(H(k)) ⇒ Fh ∈ H(k).
Any multiplier F ∈ Mult(H(k)) can be identified with a bounded multipli-
cation operator MF ∈ L(H(k)), and under this identification Mult(H(k))
is closed in the weak operator topology and unital. One can similarly de-
fine left and right multiplier algebras in the NC setting. Namely, if Hnc(K)
is a NC-RKHS on an NC set Ω, then NC functions F,G are left or right
multipliers of Hnc(K), respectively, if the NC functions
(F · h)(Z) = F (Z)h(Z), or (h ·G) = h(Z)G(Z),
belong to Hnc(K), for every h ∈ Hnc(K). As in the classical theory, the
adjoints of both left and right free multipliers have a natural action on point
and coefficient evaluation vectors:
(MLF )
∗K{Z, y, v} = K{Z,F (Z)∗y, v}, (MRG )∗K{Z, y, v} = K{Z, y,G(Z)v},
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and if F (Z) =
∑
ZαFα, G(Z) =
∑
ZαGα then,
(MLF )
∗Kα =
∑
βγ=α
KγF
∗
β , (M
R
G )
∗Kα =
∑
γβ=α
KγG
∗
β.
The left multiplier algebra of the Free Hardy Space provides a non-
commutative generalization of H∞(D) = Mult(H2(D)):
H∞(BdN) := MultL(H
2(BdN))
=
{
f ∈ Hol(BdN)
∣∣∣∣∣ supZ∈Bd
N
‖f(Z)‖ <∞
}
.
As in the single variable setting the left multiplier norm on H∞(BdN) (the
norm of a left multiplier viewed as a left multiplication operator) coincides
with the supremum norm on the NC unit ball [29, Theorem 3.1]. This left
multiplier algebra can also be identified with
L∞d := Alg(I, L1, ..., Ld)
−weak−∗ = Alg(I, L1, ..., Ld)−WOT ,
the (left) analytic Toeplitz algebra. Also let
Ad := Alg(I, L)
−‖·‖,
the left Free Disk Algebra. Here, note that the weak operator (WOT) and
weak−∗ topologies coincide on L∞d , [5, Corollary 2.12]. The Free Disk Al-
gebra can be viewed as the set of all uniformly bounded NC holomorphic
functions on BdN which extend continuously to the boundary, ∂B
d
N (of all row
contractions with unit norm). We also define R∞d = Alg(I,R1, ..., Rd)
−WOT ,
the right free analytic Toeplitz algebra, and R∞d = U†(L
∞
d )U† is the image
of L∞d under adjunction by the transpose unitary of F
2
d . As in [5, 25] a
left (or right) free multiplier of the Free Hardy Space will be called inner if
the corresponding (left or right) multiplication operator is an isometry, and
outer if the corresponding (left or right) multipication operator has dense
range.
3. Non-commutative measures
As described in the introduction, any finite, positive, and regular Borel
measure, µ, on ∂D is the Clark measure, µ = µb corresponding to a contrac-
tive analytic function b on D. As before, we can identify µ, via its moments,
with a positive linear functional, µˆ, on the disk algebra operator system
A(D) + A(D)∗ (we write this in place of its norm-closure, which is simply
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the C∗−algebra C(∂D) of continuous functions on ∂D in this case). If b is a
contractive analytic function, then 1− b is outer (cyclic for the shift), and it
follows that Hb(S) := (I+b(S))(I−b(S))−1 is a closed operator affiliated to
S with dense domain Ran ((I − b(S))). Moreover, it is not difficult to verify
the formula:
µˆb(S
k) =
1
2
(
〈Hb(S)∗1, Sk1〉H2 + 〈1,Hb(S)∗Sk1〉H2
)
= δk,0
1
2
Hb(0) +
1
2
〈1,Hb(S)∗Sk1〉H2 .
One can further re-write the Herglotz representation formula in terms of
this Clark functional:
Hb(z) = iIm (Hb(0)) + µˆb
(
(I + zS∗)(I − zS∗)−1) ,
and the (conjugate) moments of µ are (essentially) the MacLaurin series
coefficients of Hb:
Hb(z) = mˆub(I) +
1
2
∞∑
k=1
zkµˆb(S
k)∗.
These constructions have exact analogues in the NC multi-variable set-
ting. In place of A(D) we have Ad := Alg(I, L)−‖·‖ the Free Disk Algebra.
Definition 3.1. A (positive) Non-commuative or NC measure is a positive
linear functional on the Free Disk System:
(Ad +A
∗
d)
−‖·‖ .
The set of all (positive) NC measures will be denoted by (A†d)+.
(In this paper all NC measures are assumed to be positive.)
Definition 3.2. Given any contractive free holomorphicB ∈ Ld := [H∞(BdN)]1
with transpose-conjugate B† ∈ Rd, the Clark functional or NC Clark mea-
sure of B is the positive linear functional: µB : Ad +A
∗
d → C defined by:
µB(L
α) :=
1
2
(
〈HB(R)∗1, Lα1〉F 2
d
+ 〈1,HB(R)∗Lα1〉F 2
d
)
=
1
2
(
(HB)∅δα,∅ + 〈1,HB(R)∗Lα1〉F 2
d
)
.
The convex set, Ld, of all contractive NC holomorphic functions on BdN is
called the left Free Schur Class.
In the above A = B† ∈ Hol(BdN), and MRB† = B(R) = U†B(L)U† ∈ [R∞d ]1.
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Definition 3.3. A free holomorphic function, H on BdN is a left free or NC
Herglotz function if and only if Re (H(Z)) ≥ 0 is positive semi-definite for
all Z ∈ BdN. The set of all Free Herglotz functions is a positive cone which
we denote by L +d .
We will also consider the right NC Herglotz class, R†d, the image of L
+
d
under the transpose involution, †. As in the classical setting, the fractional
linear Cayley Transform implements a bijection between Ld and L
+
d : Given
B ∈ Ld,
HB := (I −B)−1(I +B) ∈ L +d ,
and given H ∈ L +d ,
BH := (H − I)−1(H + I) ∈ Ld.
Theorem 3.4. ([11, Theorem 3.4]) The map B 7→ µB is a bijection from
Ld onto (A
†
d)+, and one has the free Herglotz formula: For any Z ∈ Bdn,
(3.1)
HB(Z) = iIm (HB(0n)) + (idn ⊗ µB)
(
(In×F 2 + ZL∗)(In×F 2 − ZL∗)−1)
)
,
In particular, any NCmeasure µ ∈ (A†d)+ is the NC Clark measure of some
contractive NC holomorphic function B ∈ Ld, µ = µB, and the moments
of µ can be identified with the MacLaurin (Taylor-Taylor series at 0 ∈ Bd1)
series coefficients of HB (up to a constant):
HB(Z) = H∅In +
1
2
∑
α6=∅
Zαµ(Lα
†
)∗,
see [11, Lemma 3.3] In the above,
ZL∗ := (Z ⊗ IF 2)(In ⊗ L)∗ = Z1 ⊗ L∗1 + ...+ Zd ⊗ L∗d,
is a strict contraction for any Z ∈ Bdn, and
In×F 2 := In ⊗ IF 2
d
.
Also note that:
(I − ZL∗)−1 =
∞∑
k=0
(ZL∗)k =
∑
α∈Fd
Zα ⊗ (L∗)α,
is a convergent geometric series.
3.5. Non-commutative Lebesgue measure. Classically, the unique pos-
itive harmonic function, Re (Hm(z)), corresponding to normalized Lebesgue
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measure, m on ∂D is the constant function 1:
Hm(z) :=
∫
∂D
1 + zζ∗
1− zζ∗m(dζ)
= 2
∞∑
k=0
zk
∫
∂D
(ζ∗)km(dζ)−
∫
∂D
m(dζ)
= 2
∞∑
k=0
zkδk,0 − 1 = 1.
The corresponding contractive analytic function on D obtained as the inverse
Cayley Transform of Hm(z) ≡ 1 is then identically 0:
bm(z) :=
Hm(z)− 1
Hm(z) + 1
= 0.
It is then natural to expect that in the NC multi-variable theory, the role of
normalized Lebesgue measure should be played by the unique positive NC
measure corresponding to the identically zero free holomorphic function:
B(Z) := 0n; Z ∈ Bdn.
Using the NC Herglotz representation formula (3.1), it is easy to check that
the unique NC measure (which we also denote by m), m = µ0 corresponding
to the contractive NC function B(Z) = 0n is the vacuum state on the Fock
space:
m(Lα) := 〈1, Lα1〉F 2 = δα,∅1.
More evidence that this is natural, or to be expected, is that if m is nor-
malized Lebesgue measure on ∂D, then the corresponding linear functional
mˆ restricted to A(D) can be expressed as:
mˆ(Sk) = 〈1, Sk1〉H2 .
Definition 3.6. The vacuum state m ∈ (A†d)+ will be called the Lebesgue
vacuum or (normalized) NC Lebesgue measure.
3.7. Left regular represenations of the Cuntz-Toeplitz algebra. If
µ is any positive finite and regular Borel measure on ∂D, it is natural to
consider the L2 space, L2(µ, ∂D), as well as its ‘analytic part’,
H2(µ) :=
∨
k≥0
ζk,
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the closed linear span of the ‘analytic polynomials’ in L2(µ, ∂D). The op-
erator Mζ , of multiplication by ζ is clearly unitary on L
2(µ), and H2(µ) is
Mζ−invariant so that its restriction to H2(µ) is an isometry.
When d > 1, the appropriate analogues of H2(µ) and Mζ |H2(µ) are ob-
tained via the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal construction: If µ ∈ (A†d)+, the fact
that the Free Disk Algebra has the semi-Dirichlet property [6]:
A
∗
dAd ⊆ (Ad +A∗d)−‖·‖,
ensures that the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal (GNS) pre-inner product:
〈a1, a2〉µ := µ(a∗1a2); a1, a2 ∈ Ad
is well-defined. The Gelfand-Naimark-Segal (GNS) space F 2d (µB) is then
the Hilbert space completion of Ad modulo zero length vectors with respect
to this pre-inner product. The equivalance class of a ∈ Ad will be denoted
by a + Nµ, where Nµ ⊆ Ad is the left ideal of all elements of zero length.
Moreover, the left regular representation: πµ : Ad →  L(F 2d (µ)),
πµ(a1)(a2 +Nµ) := a1a2 +Nµ; a1, a2 ∈ Ad,
is completely isometric and extends to a ∗−representation of the Cuntz-
Toeplitz algebra Ed = C
∗(I, L) on L(F 2d (µ)). In particular,
Πµ = πµ(L) := (πµ(L1), ..., πµ(Ld)) : F
2
d (µ)⊗ Cd → F 2d (µ),
is a (row) isometry, and we write (Πµ)k := πµ(Lk). Again, if d = 1 then
F 21 (µˆ) ≃ H2(µ), and Πµˆ ≃Mζ |H2(µ),
where µˆ is, as before, the positive linear functional corresponding to the
positive measure, µ.
Remark 3.8. It is not difficult to see that one can obtain (up to unitary
equivalence) any cyclic row isometry with the above construction, i.e. any
cyclic row isometry is the left regular GNS representation coming from a
NC measure.
More generally, one can obtain any ∗-representation of the Cuntz-Toeplitz
algebra (up to unitary equivalence), by considering operator-valued NC mea-
sures, i.e. completely positive operator-valued maps on the free disk system,
and operator-valued contractive free holomorphic functions on BdN.
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3.9. The (right) NC Herglotz class. For our purposes, it will be more
convenient to consider the right Free Herglotz class R+d = (L
+
d )
†, the image
of the left Free Herglotz class under the involutive transpose map †. Namely
if H ∈ L +d has Taylor-MacLaurin series:
H(Z) =
∑
α∈Fd
ZαHα = µ(I)In +
1
2
∑
α6=∅
Zαµ(Lα
†
)∗,
whereH corresponds uniquely to the positive NC measure µ, then H† ∈ R+d
has Taylor-MacLaurin series:
H†(Z) =
∑
α
ZαHα† = µ(I)In +
1
2
∑
Zαµ(Lα)∗.
As in [11, 12, 13], we can identify R+d as closed (potentially unbounded)
right multiplication operators densely-defined in the full Fock space: if H† ∈
R
+
d , then H(R) =M
R
H†(Z)
, where H(L) =MLH(Z). Given H
† ∈ R+d , one can
construct the (right) Free Herglotz Space, H +(H) := Hnc(K
H), the unique
NC-RKHS corresponding to the (right) Free Herglotz Kernel :
KH(Z,W ) :=
1
2
(
K(Z,W )[H†(Z)(·)] +K(Z,W )[(·)H†(W )∗]
)
; Z,W ∈ BdN.
Here K(Z,W ) denotes the CPNC Szego¨ kernel on the NC unit ball BdN, and
KH is also a CPNC kernel on BdN.
Lemma 3.10. A NC holomorphic function, H, on BdN belongs to the right
free Herglotz class R+d if and only if K
H is a CPNC kernel.
Given H ∈ R+d , there is then a corresponding NC-RKHS, Hnc(KH), of
NC holomorphic (i.e. locally bounded) functions on BdN. If µ ∈ (A†d)+ is
the unique NC measure corresponding to the right NC Herglotz function
H ∈ R+d by Theorem 3.4, we will usually write KH = Kµ, and we will
use the notation H +(Hµ) := Hnc(K
µ) for the right Free Herglotz Space
of Hµ. Here, we will also write H = Hµ (or sometimes µ = µH). As
described in [11, 10], if H = Hµ, there is a natural onto isometry, the (right)
Free Cauchy Transform, Cµ : F
2
d (µ) → H +(Hµ): For any free polynomial
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p ∈ C{L1, ..., Ld} ⊆ F 2d (µ)
(Cµp)(Z) = (idn ⊗ µ)
(
(In×F 2 − Z(† ◦ L)∗)−1(In ⊗ p(L))
)
:=
∑
α∈Fd
Zαµ ((Lα)∗p(L))
=
∑
α∈Fd
Zα〈Παµ(I +Nµ), (p(L) +Nµ)〉µ.
In the above, as before, for any Z ∈ BdN, ZL∗ := Z1⊗L∗1+ ...+Zd⊗L∗d is a
strict contraction. The final formula above extends to arbitrary x ∈ F 2d (µ).
(In the first line of the formula above, the † symbol means that one needs
to take the transpose of all words in the geometric sum of (In×F 2 −ZL∗)−1
to obtain the second line.)
3.11. Image of GNS row isometry under Free Cauchy Transform.
The image of the GNS row isometry Πµ under the Free Cauchy Transform
is a natural isometry on the Free Herglotz space:
(3.2) Vµ := CµΠµ(Cµ)
∗.
The range R of the row isometry Vµ is:
(3.3) R :=
∨
(Kµ{Z, y, v} −Kµ{0n, y, v}) =
∨
α6=∅
Kµα ,
and for any Z ∈ Bdn, v, y ∈ Cn, and j = 1, . . . , d,
(3.4) (Vµ)
∗
j (K
µ{Z, y, v} −Kµ{0n, y, v}) = Kµ{Z,Z∗j y, v}
(so that the span of all such vectors is dense in H +(Hµ)⊗ Cd).
The image of Ran (Vµ) under (Cµ)
∗ is F 2d (µ)0 =
∨
α6=∅ L
α+Nµ, the closed
linear span of the non-constant free monomials in F 2d (µ). If F ∈ H +(Hµ)
is orthogonal to Ran (Vµ), for any Z ∈ Bdn,
F (Z) = InF (0)
i.e. F ≡ F (0) ∈ C is constant-valued. See [11, Section 4.4] for details.
Remark 3.12. Recall that if µ = m is normalized NC Lebesgue measure
(the vacuum state), then Hµ(Z) = In for any Z ∈ Bdn so that the NC
Herglotz kernel, Km = K reduces to the NC Szego¨ kernel and H +(Hm) =
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H2(BdN) is simply the Free Hardy Space. In this case Vm ≃ MLZ ≃ L is the
left free shift.
4. Lebesgue Decomposition of left Toeplitz forms
Any positive NC measure µ ∈ (A†d)+ can be identified with a densely-
defined, positive semi-definite quadratic form, qµ on the Fock space. In this
section we define the absolute continuous and singular parts of any µ ∈
(A†d)+ (with respect to normalized NC Lebesgue measure, m) by applying
B. Simon’s Lebesgue Decomposition theory for forms to qµ [31, Section 2].
A good reference for the theory of potentially unbounded quadratic forms
on Hilbert space is [16], see also [27, Section VIII.6].
4.1. Closable Toeplitz forms.
Definition 4.2. Let q : Dom(q) × Dom(q) → H be a densely-defined
sesquilinear form with domain Dom(q) ⊆ H. If q(h, h) ≥ 0 for all h ∈
Dom(q) we say that q is positive semi-definite.
Define H(q + 1) as the Hilbert space completion of Dom(q) with respect
to the inner product:
〈x, y〉q+1 := q(x, y) + 〈x, y〉H.
Similarly, H(q) will denote the Hilbert space completion of Dom(q), modulo
vectors of zero length, with respect to the pre-inner product defined by q.
The form q is closed if Dom(q) = H(q+1) is complete in the norm of ‖·‖q+1.
A positive semi-definite quadratic form q, with dense domain in a Hilbert
Space, H, is closed if and only if there is a closed, positive semi-definite
operator A, with dense domain in H so that Dom(q) = Dom(
√
A) and
q(h, g) = qA(h, g) := 〈
√
Ah,
√
Ag〉H; g, h ∈ Dom(q),
[16, Chapter VI, Theorem 2.21, Theorem 2.23]. This can be viewed as an
extension of the Riesz Representation Lemma for bounded positive semi-
definite quadratic forms. A positive quadratic form, q, is closable if it has a
closed extension. If q is closable, then it has a minimal closed extension, q,
with Dom(q) ⊆ H equal to the set of all h ∈ H so that there is a sequence
hn ∈ Dom(q), such that hn → h and (hn) is Cauchy in the norm of H(q+1).
A dense set D ⊆ Dom(q) is called a form core for a closed form q if Dom(q)
is a dense linear subspace in H(q + 1). It follows that if q is closable with
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closure (minimal closed extension) q, then Dom(q) is a form core for q [16,
Chapter VI, Theorem 1.21]. If q = qA is a closed, positive semi-definite
quadratic form, then D is a form core for q if and only if D is a core for
√
A.
In particular, Dom(A) is a form core for q.
In [31, Section 2], B. Simon proved that any densely-defined quadratic
form, q, acting in a Hilbert space H, has a unique Lebesgue Decomposition:
q = qac + qs,
where qac is the maximal closable form dominated by q, and qs = q − qac.
Theorem 4.3. ([31, Section 2], [27, Theorem S.15]) If q is any densely-
defined, positive semi-definite quadratic form in a Hilbert space H, then
there is a maximal closable restriction qac ≤ q with Dom(q) a form-core
for qac. If E : H(q + 1) →֒ H is the canonical embedding, and Q is the
orthogonal projection onto Ker(E), qac is given by the formula:
qac(h1, h2) = 〈h1, (I −Q)h2〉H(q+1) − 〈h1, h2〉H.
We are primarily interested in positive semi-definite quadratic forms aris-
ing from positive NC measures µ ∈ (A†d)+:
Definition 4.4. A positive sesquilinear form, q, with dense domain Dom(q) ⊆
F 2d is called L−Toeplitz if:
(1) Ad is a form-core for q.
(2)
q(Lα1, Lβ1) =

q(Lα\β1, 1) α ≥ β
q(1, Lβ\α1) β ≥ α
0 else.
A closed, positive semi-definite operator T will be called L−Toeplitz if:
(1) Dom(
√
T ) is L−invariant, and,
(2) For any x ∈ Dom(√T ), the associated quadratic form
qT,x(a1, a2) := 〈
√
Ta1(L)x,
√
Ta2(L)x〉F 2
d
; a1, a2 ∈ Ad
is L−Toeplitz.
If 1 ∈ Dom(√T ) then we will write qT := qT,1.
One could also define unbounded L−Toeplitz operators which are not
positive semi-definite, but we will have no need for this concept. All the left
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Toeplitz operators T we will consider will be such that Ad is a core for
√
T ,
in particular 1 ∈ Dom(√T ).
Definition 4.5. A bounded operator T ∈ L(F 2d ) is called L-Toeplitz if:
L∗kTLj := δk,jT.
Any strictly positive L−Toeplitz operator which is bounded above and
below has an analytic outer factorization:
Theorem 4.6. (Popescu [25, Theorem 1.5]) Any positive L−Toeplitz T ∈
 L(F 2d ) which is bounded below, T ≥ ǫI can be factored as: T = F (R)∗F (R)
for some outer F ∈ R∞d .
Definition 4.7. If µ ∈ (A†d)+ is a positive NC measure, let qµ be the
quadratic form in F 2d with form domain Dom(qµ) = Ad defined by:
qµ(a1, a2) := 〈a1 +Nµ, a2 +Nµ〉µ = µ(a∗1a2); a1, a2 ∈ Ad.
Conversely if q is any positive semi-definite form on F 2d with form core Ad
(not necessarily L−Toeplitz), define the linear functional µq : Ad +A∗d → C
by
µq(a1 + a
∗
2) := q(1, a1) + q(a2, 1); a1 ∈ Ad, a2 ∈ (Ad)0,
where (Ad)0 denotes all the elements a ∈ Ad so that a(0) = 0.
Note that H(qµ) = F
2
d (µ) and H(qµ + 1) = F
2
d (µ+m).
Lemma 4.8. A densely-defined positive quadratic form q on F 2d with form
core Ad is given by a positive NC measure µ ∈ (A†d)+, q = qµ if and only if
q is L−Toeplitz. The maps q 7→ µq and µ 7→ qµ define a bijection and its
inverse between positive L−Toeplitz forms and positive NC measures.
Proof. Let µ ∈ (A†d)+ be any positive NC measure, and define the quadratic
form q = qµ with form domain Ad as above. This sesquilinear form is
positive semi-definite on its domain Ad since
qµ(a, a) = µ(a
∗a) ≥ 0,
and it is clearly L−Toeplitz by construction.
Conversely, if q is any positive semi-definite L−Toeplitz form, and we
define µ = µq as above, we claim that µq is a positive NC measure, i.e. µq
is a positive linear functional on the Free Disk System Ad + A
∗
d. By [10,
Lemma 4.6], any positive element of Ad + A
∗
d is the norm-limit of sums of
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squares of free polynomials pn ∈ C{z1, ..., zd}, and so it suffices to check
that µq(p(L)
∗p(L)) is positive semi-definite for any free polynomial p ∈
C{z1, ..., zd}. Given any free polynomial,
p(L) :=
∑
|α|≤N
pαL
α; pα ∈ C,
it is easy to compute that
p(L)∗p(L) =
∑
β
p∗βpα(L
β)∗Lα
=
∑
|α|,|α·γ|≤N
p∗γpα(L
γ)∗
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:u(L)∗
+
∑
|β|,|γ·β|≤N
p∗βpγL
γ
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:u(L)
= u(L)∗ + u(L),
for some u ∈ C{z1, ..., zd}. Since q is L−Toeplitz, it is similarly easy to check
that
µq(p(L)
∗p(L)) = µq(u(L)∗ + u(L))
= q(u(L), 1) + q(1, u(L))
= q(p(L)1, p(L)1) ≥ 0,
since q is a positive semi-definite form. It follows that µq ∈ (A†d)+, and it
is clear that the maps q 7→ µq and µ 7→ qµ define a bijection and its inverse
between positive L−Toeplitz forms and positive NC measures. 
Definition 4.9. Let µ ∈ (A†d)+ be any positive NC measure. If
qµ = qac + qs,
is the unique Lebesgue Decomposition of the positive L−Toeplitz form qµ,
we define the linear functionals on the Free Disk System, qˆac := µqac and
qˆs := µqs so that µ has the Lebesgue Form Decomposition:
µ = qˆac + qˆs.
Remark 4.10. It is not at all obvious that the forms qac, qs coming from the
Lebesgue Decomposition of the positive L−Toeplitz form qµ of µ ∈ (A†d)+
are themselves L−Toeplitz, or that the linear functionals qˆac, qˆs are positive
semi-definite on the Free Disk System. The next two sections, Section 5 and
6 are devoted to proving this.
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When d = 1, it is also not obvious that qˆac = µˆac, and qˆs = µˆs coin-
cide with the linear functionals of the absolutely continuous and singular
parts of µ (with respect to normalized Lebesgue measure, m, on ∂D), as
constructed in classical Measure Theory. The fact that one recovers the
classical Lebesgue Decomposition in this way follows from the results of our
companion paper, see [14].
Example 4.11. Given any x ∈ F 2d , let mx ∈ (A†d)+ denote the positive
vector functional:
mx(L
α) := 〈x,Lαx〉F 2
d
.
The results of [13, 12] show that one can define x(R), where x(R)1 = x
as a densely-defined, closed, and potentially unbounded right multiplier on
the Fock space with symbol in the (right) Free Smirnov Class N +d (R), the
set of all ratios of bounded right multipliers B(R)A(R)−1 with outer (dense
range) denominator. We will write x(R) ∼ R∞d to denote that x(R) is an un-
bounded right multiplier affiliated to the right free analytic Toeplitz algebra
R∞d (i.e. it commutes with the left free shifts). The (potentially unbounded)
left-Toeplitz operator T := x(R)∗x(R) is then well-defined, closed, positive
semi-definite and densely-defined, and qT = mx is then a closed L−Toeplitz
form so that mx = (mx)ac ∈ (A†d)+ is an absolutely continuous (AC) posi-
tive NC measure. In fact, any absolutely continuous positive NC measure is
a vector state on the Fock space (although it may have the asymmetric form
µ(Lα) = mx,y(L
α) = 〈x,Lαy〉F 2
d
for some y 6= x; x, y ∈ F 2d ) [14, Theorem
8.1, Corollary 6.15].
5. Cauchy Transforms of NC measures
The goal of this section is to define absolutely continuous and singular
NC measures, and to show that any positive NC measure µ ∈ (A†d)+ has a
unique Lebesgue Decomposition, µ = µac + µs, into absolutely continuous
and singular parts, µac, µs ∈ (A†d)+.
If µ is any positive finite and regular Borel measure on ∂D, the space of
all µ−Cauchy Transforms,
(Cµh)(z) :=
∫
∂D
1
1− zζ∗h(ζ)µ(dζ); h ∈ H
2(µ),
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of the analytic part, H2(µ) of L2(∂D, µ), is the reproducing kernel Hilbert
space, H +(Hµ) (the Herglotz space of Hµ) with reproducing kernel
Kµ(z, w) :=
1
2
Hµ(z) +Hµ(w)
∗
1− zw∗ =
∫
∂D
1
1− zζ∗
1
1− ζw∗µ(dζ),
where Hµ(z) is the Herglotz function of µ. In this setting, is not difficult to
verify that domination of positive measures is equivalent to domination of
the kernels for their spaces of Cauchy transforms:
0 ≤ µ ≤ t2λ ⇔ Kµ ≤ t2Kλ,
so that the following reproducing kernel theory result due to Aronszajn
applies [19, Theorem 5.1] [3]:
Theorem 5.1. Let K1,K2 be positive kernel functions on a set X. Then
K1 ≤ t2K2 ( i.e. t2K2 −K1 is a positive kernel) if and only if
H(K1) ⊆ H(K2),
and the norm of the embedding e : H(K1) →֒ H(K2) is at most t > 0.
In particular, since Km = k is the Szego¨ kernel for the Hardy space, where
m is normalized Lebesgue measure, it follows that a positive, finite, regular
Borel measure µ on ∂D is dominated by m, µ ≤ t2m if and only if
H
+(Hµ) ⊆ H2(D),
as vector spaces, and the norm of the embedding is at most t. Further-
more, absolute continuity of positive measures on ∂D can also be naturally
described using spaces of Cauchy Transforms. Recall that µ is absolutely
continuous with respect to λ if and only if one can find a monotonically
non-decreasing sequence of positive measures which increase to µ:
0 ≤ µn ≤ µ, µn ↑ µ,
and so that each µn is dominated by λ, i.e. there exist tn > 0 so that
µn ≤ t2nλ.
If λ = m is normalized Lebesgue measure, Theorem 5.1 implies that the
spaces of µn−Cauchy Transforms are contractively contained in H +(Hµ),
and their linear span is dense in the space of µ−Cauchy Transforms since
µn ↑ µ. Moreover each H +(Hµn) space is boundedly contained in the Hardy
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Space, and it follows that the intersection space
int(µ,m) := H +(Hµ)
⋂
H2(D),
is dense in the space of µ−Cauchy Transforms. This suggests that one
can develop the notions of absolute continuity and singularity of measures,
and Lebesgue Decomposition Theory using reproducing kernel techniques.
Namely, one could define a given measure µ to be absolutely continuous or
singular with respect to Lebesgue measure, depending on whether or not the
intersection of its space of Cauchy Transforms with the Hardy Space is dense,
or trivial, respectively. In this section we will refine and extend these ideas
to the NC multi-variable setting to construct a Lebesgue Decomposition of
any positive NC measure into absolutely continuous and singular parts, µ =
µac + µs, where µac, µs ∈ (A†d)+, are positive NC measures bounded above
by µ, and we will prove that this Lebesgue Decomposition coincides with the
Lebesgue Form Decomposition of µ of Definition 4.9. That this construction
recovers the classical Lebesgue Decomposition in the single-variable case
of any positive, finite and regular Borel measure on ∂D (with respect to
normalized Lebesgue measure) will be established in our companion paper
[14].
5.2. Intersection of NC Herglotz Spaces. The exact analogue of The-
orem 5.1 holds in the NC-RKHS setting:
Theorem 5.3. Let K1,K2 be CPNC kernels on an NC set Ω :=
⊔
Ωn,
where
Ωn := Ω
⋂(
Cn×n ⊗Cd
)
.
Then K1 ≤ t2K2 for some t > 0 if and only if
Hnc(K1) ⊆ Hnc(K2),
and the norm of the embedding e : Hnc(K1) →֒ Hnc(K2) is at most t.
Moreover, as in the single-variable setting, it is easy to verify that domi-
nation of (positive) NC measures µ, λ ∈ (A†d)+ is equivalent to domination
of the NC kernels for their spaces of Cauchy Transforms:
Lemma 5.4. Given µ, λ ∈ (A†d)+, there is a t > 0 so that µ ≤ t2λ, if and
only if Kµ ≤ t2Kλ.
Motivated by the preceding discussion, we define:
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Definition 5.5. A positive NC measure µ ∈ (A†d)+ is absolutely continuous
(AC) (with respect to NC Lebesgue measure, m) if the intersection of its
space of Cauchy Transforms, H +(Hµ), with the Free Hardy Space is dense:
H
+(Hµ) =
(
H
+(Hµ)
⋂
H2(BdN)
)−‖·‖Hµ
.
The NC measure µ is singular (again with respect to NC Lebesgue measure)
if
int(µ,m) := H +(Hµ)
⋂
H2(BdN) = {0}.
The sets of all absolutely continuous and singular positive NC measures
will be denoted by AC(A†d)+ and Sing(A
†
d)+, respectively.
Here, recall that the space of all Cauchy transforms with respect to NC
Lebesgue measure, m, H +(Hm) is the NC Hardy Space H
2(BdN).
Our goal now is to decompose any positive NC measure into absolutely
continuous and singular parts using reproducing kernel theory. For any
(positive) NC measures µ, λ, one has that Hµ+λ = Hµ +Hλ, and it follows
that the NC Herglotz kernel of the NC measure γ := µ+ λ obeys:
Kγ = Kµ +Kλ.
In particular, one can prove the following NC analogue of a result on sums
of reproducing kernels due to Aronszajn (applied to the special case of NC
Herglotz Spaces), [3, Section 6], [19, Theorem 5.7]:
Theorem 5.6. If µ, λ ∈ (A†d)+ then H +(Hµ+λ) = H +(Hµ) + H +(Hλ)
and the reproducing kernel of H +(Hµ+λ) is K
µ+λ = Kµ +Kλ. The norm
(squared) of any h ∈ H +(Hµ+λ), ‖h‖2Hµ is:
min
{
‖h1‖2Hµ + ‖h2‖2Hλ
∣∣∣h1 ∈ H +(Hµ), h2 ∈ H +(Hλ), and h = h1 + h2} .
In particular,
H
+(Hµ+λ) ≃ H +(Hµ)⊕H +(Hλ)
if and only if the intersection space:
int(µ, λ) := H +(Hµ)
⋂
H
+(Hλ) = {0}
is trivial.
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Applying the inverse free Cauchy Transform, one has H +(Hµ+λ) ≃
H +(Hµ)⊕H +(Hλ) if and only if
F 2d (µ+ λ) ≃ F 2d (µ)⊕ F 2d (λ).
Proof. The proof is an exact analogue of the proof of the classical RKHS re-
sult, see [19, Theorem 5.7]. SinceHµ+λ = Hµ+Hλ, it follows as in the classi-
cal theory that Kµ+λ = Kµ+Kλ, that H +(Hµ+λ) = H
+(Hµ)+H
+(Hλ),
and that the map W from H +(Hµ+λ) into the direct sum H
+(Hµ) ⊕
H +(Hλ) defined by
WK
µ+λ
Z := K
µ
Z ⊕KλZ ,
is an isometry onto the subspace
S :=
∨
Kµ{Z, y, v} ⊕Kλ{Z, y, v},
with orthogonal complement
S⊥ = {f ⊕−f | f ∈ H +(Hµ)
⋂
H
+(Hλ)}.
In particular, one has the direct sum decomposition if and only if the inter-
section space is trivial. 
Theorem 5.7. Given any two (positive) NC measures µ, λ ∈ (A†d)+, the
intersection space
int(µ, λ) := H +(Hµ)
⋂
H
+(Hλ),
is both Vµ and Vλ co-invariant, and
V ∗µ |int(µ,λ) = V ∗λ |int(µ,λ).
Lemma 5.8. Let h ∈ Hol(BdN) ⊗ Cd. Then Zh(Z) = 0n for all Z ∈ Bdn
implies that h ≡ 0.
Proof. This follows from basic NC analytic function theory. Let g(Z) =
Zh(Z) ∈ Hol(BdN), so that g ≡ 0. Any g ∈ Hol(Bdn) has the Taylor-Taylor
series expansion about 0n:
g(Z) =
∞∑
k=0
1
k!
(∂kZg)(0n),
where
(∂Zg)(W ) :=
d
dt
g(W + tZ)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
,
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is the Gaˆteaux derivative of g at W in the direction of Z, and the ∂kZ are
the higher order Gaˆteaux derivatives. This is a homogeneous polynomial
decomposition, setting
g(k)(Z) := (∂kZg)(0n),
each g(k)(Z) is a homogeneous free polynomial of degree k. It follows that
if
h =

h1
...
hd
 ,
and each hj(Z) is the sum of homogeneous polynomials h
(k)
j (Z), then,
g(k)(Z) = Z1h
(k−1)
1 (Z) + · · ·+ Zdh(k−1)d (Z); k ≥ 1.
Since g vanishes identically, so do all of the g(k)(Z) = (∂kZg)(0n), for k ≥ 0.
It further follows that each of the h
(k)
j vanish identically. Indeed, one easy
way to see this is that each h
(k)
j is a homogeneous free polynomial in the
Fock Space F 2d , and
g(k)(Z) = (Lh(k))(Z); h(k)(Z) :=

h
(k)
1
...
h
(k)
d
 .
It follows that each h(k) is in the kernel of the left free shift. Since the left
free shift is an isometry, each h
(k)
j ≡ 0 vanishes identically for 1 ≤ j ≤ d. 
Proof. (of Theorem 5.7) If f ∈ H +(Hµ)
⋂
H +(Hλ) then observe that
Z(V ∗µ f)(Z) = (VµK
µ
ZZ
∗)f
= (KµZ −Kµ0n)∗f = f(Z)− f(0n)
= Z(V ∗λ f)(Z).
By the previous lemma it follows that
(V ∗µ,kf)(Z) = (V
∗
λ,kf)(Z); 1 ≤ k ≤ d,
agree so that V ∗λ,kf = V
∗
µ,kf ∈ H +(Hµ) ∩H +(Hλ) for each 1 ≤ k ≤ d, and
the intersection space is both Vµ and Vλ−co-invariant. 
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Theorem 5.9. If M is a closed subspace of H +(Hµ) which is reducing for
Vµ, then there exists an NC measure γ ≤ µ such that
M = H +(Hγ).
Proof. It is easier to work in the F 2d (µ) model, the conclusions then carry
over to H +(Hµ) via the NC Cauchy transform. If M ⊂ F 2d (µ) is any
reducing subspace for Πµ, letting P be the orthogonal projection on M, we
can define a new NC measure γ by the formula
γ(p∗1p2) = 〈P (p1 +Nµ), (p2 +Nµ)〉µ, p1, p2 ∈ C{z1, ..., zd}.
(Here p + Nµ denotes the equivalence class of the NC polynomial p ∈
C{z1, ..., zd} in the Hilbert space F 2d (µ); i.e. its equivalence modulo the space
of null vectors Nµ.) It is clear that γ will be positive, once we have verified
that it is well-defined. For this it suffices to check that if α, β, δ are words
and Lα∗Lβ = Lδ, then 〈P (Lβ+Nµ), (Lα+Nµ)〉µ = 〈P (Lδ+Nµ), (I+Nµ)〉µ.
This is immediate from the fact that P reduces Πµ. Indeed,
〈P (Lβ +Nµ), (Lα +Nµ)〉µ = 〈PΠµ(Lβ)(I +Nµ),Πµ(Lα)(I +Nµ)〉µ
= 〈Πµ(Lβ)P (I +Nµ),Πµ(Lα)(I +Nµ)〉µ
= 〈Πµ(Lδ)P (I +Nµ), (I +Nµ)〉µ
= 〈PΠµ(Lδ)(I +Nµ), (I +Nµ)〉µ
= 〈P (Lδ +Nµ), (I +Nµ)〉µ.
It is then evidentM is isometrically identified with F 2d (γ) and that the image
of M ⊂ F 2d (µ) under the Cauchy transform is equal to H +(Hγ).

In particular, if M reduces Vµ then the same holds for M
⊥, from which
we obtain another NC measure γ⊥, with γ + γ⊥ = µ and an orthogonal
decomposition
H
+(Hγ)⊕H +(Hγ⊥).
Proposition 5.10. Given λ, µ ∈ (A†d)+, if H +(Hλ) contains the constant
functions, then H +(Hµ)
⋂
H +(Hλ) is reducing for Vµ.
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Proof. Theorem 5.7 shows that this intersection space is co-invariant for Vµ.
Conversely, given f ∈ H +(Hµ)
⋂
H +(Hλ), observe that
(Vµ,kf)(Z)− (Vµ,kf)(0n) = Zkf(Z)
= (Vλ,kf)(Z)− (Vλ,kf)(0n),
so that
(Vµ,kf)(Z) = (Vλ,kf)(Z) + cIn,
where c := (Vµ,kf)(0) − (Vλ,kf)(0) is constant. Since H +(Hλ) contains
the constant fucntions, we conclude that Vµ,kf ∈ H +(Hλ)
⋂
H +(Hµ) also
belongs to the intersection space. 
Since the NC Hardy Space, H2(BdN) contains the constant NC functions,
Theorem 5.9 and Proposition 5.10, imply that we obtain a Lebesgue De-
composition of any NC measure µ ∈ (A†d)+ with respect to NC Lebesgue
measure:
Theorem 5.11. Any positive NC measure µ ∈ (A†d)+ has the Lebesgue
Decomposition µ = µac+µs, where µac, µs ≤ µ are the absolutely continuous
and singular NC measures defined by
H
+(Hµac) :=
(
H
+(Hµ)
⋂
H2(BdN)
)−‖·‖Hµ
,
and
H
+(Hµs) := H
+(Hµ)⊖H +(Hµac).
Both H +(Hµac) and H
+(Hµs) are reducing for Vµ and
H
+(Hµ) = H
+(Hµac)⊕H +(Hµs).
The direct sum decomposition of this theorem implies, by inverse Cauchy
Transform, that
F 2d (µ) = F
2
d (µac)⊕ F 2d (µs),
and these orthogonal subspaces are both reducing for Πµ.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.9 and Proposition
5.10. 
Theorem 5.12. The set AC(A†d)+ is a positive cone.
Proof. Suppose that λ, µ ∈ AC(A†d)+ and let γ = λ+ µ. Then by Theorem
5.7,
H
+(Hγ) = H
+(Hµ) + H
+(Hλ),
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and both H +(Hλ),H
+(Hµ) are contractively contained in H
+(Hγ) so that
any h ∈ H +(Hγ) can be decomposed as h = f+g for f ∈ H +(Hµ) and g ∈
H +(Hλ). Since both λ, µ are AC, there is a Hµ−norm convergent sequence
(fn) ⊂ H +(Hµ)
⋂
H2(BdN) so that fn → f in H +(Hµ). Similarly there is a
sequence (gn) ⊂ H +(Hλ)
⋂
H2(BdN) so that gn → g in H +(Hλ). Let eµ, eλ
be the contractive embeddings of H +(Hµ),H
+(Hλ) into H
+(Hγ). Then,
‖fn‖Hγ := ‖eµfn‖Hγ ≤ ‖fn‖Hµ < +∞,
so that (eµfn) is a uniformly norm-bounded sequence in H
+(Hγ). Similarly
(eλgn) is uniformly norm-bounded so that the sequence:
hn := eµfn + eλgn ∈ H +(Hγ)
⋂
H2(BdN),
is uniformly norm-bounded and has a weakly convergent subsequence hk :=
hnk
w→ h˜ ∈ H +(Hγ). In particular, for any Z ∈ BdN, hk(Z) → h˜(Z), and
also
hk(Z) = (eµfnk)(Z) + (eλgnk)(Z)
= fnk(Z) + gnk(Z)→ f(Z) + g(Z) = h(Z).
This proves that h = h˜, and hence that
H2(BdN)
⋂
H
+(Hγ),
is dense in H +(Hγ), and γ = λ + µ is then an absolutely continuous NC
measure. (Here we have used that a closed subspace of a Hilbert space is
weakly dense if and only if it is norm dense.) 
Lemma 5.13. The set of singular NC measures is hereditary: If µ ∈
Sing(A†d)+, λ is an NC measure and µ ≥ λ, then λ is also singular.
Proof. If λ is not singular then µ ≥ λ ≥ λac 6= 0. It follows that
{0} $ H +(Hλac)
⋂
H2(BdN) ⊂ H +(Hµ),
so that the space of free Cauchy Transforms of µ has non-trivial intersec-
tion with the Free Hardy Space. This contradicts the assumption that µ is
singular. 
Remark 5.14. One can further refine our Cauchy Transform analysis to
prove that the sets AC(A†d)+,Sing(A
†
d)+ of absolutely continuous and sin-
gular NC measures are positive hereditary cones. That is, if µ, λ ∈ (A†d)+,
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µ is AC and µ ≥ λ, then λ is also AC (and the same statement holds in-
terchanging AC with singular). Moreover, if µ, λ ∈ (A†d)+ have Lebesgue
Decompositions µ = µac+µs, λ = λac+λs, that the Lebesgue Decomposition
of µ+ λ is:
µ+ λ = (µac + λac)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=(µ+λ)ac
+(µs + λs)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=(µ+λ)s
.
Our Lebesgue Decomposition is also closely related to the Lebesgue Decom-
position theory for linear functionals on the Free Disk Algebra, as devel-
oped in the Free Semigroup Algebra theory of Davidson-Pitts [7], and also
to the related Lebesgue Decomposition of row isometries of M. Kennedy
[17]. These results will appear in [14]. Moreover, the results of [14] show
that when d = 1, our reproducing kernel approach recovers the classical
Lebesgue decomposition of any finite, positive, and regular Borel measure
on ∂D with respect to normalized Lebesgue measure.
Remark 5.15. The conclusion of Proposition 5.10 can fail without the
hypothesis about the constant functions, indeed this failure occurs even in
one variable—this will be the case if we take, for example, µ and λ to
be the restriction of Lebesuge measure to the upper and lower semicircle
respectively. Moreover, in this example µ and λ are mutually singular, but
it is easy to check that the intersection space H +(µ) ∩ H +(λ) is non-
trivial, so our current Cauchy transform method is in general inadequate for
the problem of computing the Lebesgue decomposition for arbitrary pairs
of measures on the circle.
6. AC measures and closable L−Toeplitz forms
We can now prove that the Lebesgue Decomposition of any NC measure
µ ∈ (A†d)+ coincides with the Lebesgue Form Decomposition of µ.
Theorem 6.1. The maximal, closable sesquilinear form qac ≤ qµ is qac =
qµac. If q = qT is the closure of qac, then the positive semi-definite operator
T is L−Toeplitz, Ad ⊆ Dom(
√
T ) and the free polynomials, C{z1, ..., zd} are
a core for
√
T .
Lemma 6.2. Given µ ∈ (A†d)+ with Lebesgue Decomposition µ = µac + µs,
if λ = µ+m, then λ has Lebesgue decomposition:
λ = µac +m︸ ︷︷ ︸
=λac
+ µs︸︷︷︸
=λs
.
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Proof. By Theorem 5.7,
H
+(Hλ) = H
+(Hµac) + H
+(Hm)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=H2(Bd
N
)
+H +(Hµs),
and each of the spaces of this decomposition is contractively contained in
H +(Hλ), with λ = µ+m. Since AC(A
†
d)+ is a positive cone, by Theorem
5.12, µac +m is AC. One can show, as in the proof of Theorem 5.12,
H2(BdN) ∩H +(Hµac+m),
is dense in the subspace (
H
+(Hµac+m)
)−‖·‖Hλ ,
and it follows that µac+m ≤ (µ+m)ac = λac. Also, since µs is the singular
part of µ, we know that both
H
+(µs)
⋂
H
+(µac) = {0},
by Theorem 5.11, and
H
+(µs)
⋂
H2(BdN) = {0},
by definition. We claim also that
H
+(µs)
⋂
H
+(Hµac+m) = {0}.
Indeed, we have as above that
H
+(Hµac+m) = H
+(Hµac) +H
2(BdN),
as vector spaces, so that if f ∈ H +(µs)
⋂
H +(Hµac+m), then
f = g + h; g ∈ H +(Hµac), h ∈ H2(BdN).
However, this would imply that
f − g = h ∈ H2(BdN)
⋂
H
+(Hµ) ⊆ H +(Hµac),
by the definition of the absolutely continuous part of µ, so that g, f − g,
and hence f belong to H +(Hµac). Since the Herglotz space of µac is by
construction orthogonal to H +(Hµs), f = 0, and this proves that the inter-
section of H +(Hµs) with H
+(Hµac+m) is empty. By Theorem 5.7 we then
have the direct sum decompositions:
H
+(Hλ) = H
+(Hµac+m)⊕H +(Hµs),
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and
H
+(Hλ) = H
+(Hλac)⊕H +(Hλs).
The first decomposition, implies, in particular, that H +(Hµac+m) is con-
tained isometrically in H +(Hλ), and since µ + m ≤ λac, it is contained
isometrically inside H +(Hλac). However, by definition,
H
+(Hλac)
⋂
H2(BdN)
is dense in H +(Hλac), and
H
+(Hλac)
⋂
H2(BdN) ⊆ H2(BdN)(6.1)
⊆ H2(BdN) + H +(Hµac)
= H +(Hµac+m),
so that
H
+(Hλac)
⋂
H
+(Hµac+m)
is dense in H +(Hλac). Since these are both closed subspaces, it must be
that λac = µac +m and µs = λs. 
Given any two NC measures, µ, λ ∈ (A†d)+, if µ is dominated by λ, µ ≤
t2λ, for some t > 0, then there is an embedding:
E : F 2d (λ) →֒ F 2d (µ),
defined by
E(a+Nλ) := a+Nµ,
and the norm of E is at most t > 0.
Lemma 6.3. Let E : F 2d (µ + m) → F 2d (m) be the contractive embedding.
Then Ker(E) = F 2d (µs)
Proof. Let e : H2(BdN) = H
+(Hm) →֒ H +(Hµ+m) be the contractive em-
bedding (since m ≤ µ+m). Then it is easy to verify that E is given by the
formula:
E = C∗me
∗
Cµ+m,
and it follows that the kernel of E is the kernel of e∗Cµ+m. The range of e
is contained in and norm-dense in H +(Hµac+m), and it follows that
Ran (e) = H +(Hµac+m),
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so that
Ran (e)
⊥
= Ker(e∗) = H +(Hµs),
and hence that
Ker(E) = F 2d (µs).

Proof. (of Theorem 6.1) The maximal closable q ≤ µ exists by Theorem 4.3,
so that Ad ⊆ Dom(q), and Ad is a form-core for q. Moreover, q is given by
the formula:
q(a1, a2) := 〈Qa1, a2〉F 2
d
(m+µ) − 〈a1, a2〉F 2
d
,
where Q is the projection of F 2d (m + µ) onto Ker(E)
⊥, where E : F 2d (m +
µ) → F 2d is the contractive embedding. By Lemma 6.3, Q = I − Ps where
Ps is the projection onto F
2
d (m+ µ)s ≃ F 2d (µs). Hence,
q(a1, a2) := 〈Qa1, a2〉F 2
d
(m+µ) − 〈a1, a2〉F 2
d
= 〈a1, a2〉m+µ − 〈a1, a2〉µs − 〈a1, a2〉F 2
d
= 〈a1, a2〉m + 〈a1, a2〉µ=µac+µs − 〈a1, a2〉µs − 〈a1, a2〉m
= 〈a1, a2〉µac .
This proves that q = qµac as quadratic forms.
By [27, Theorem VIII.15], the closure of q is qT , the quadratic form
of a unique positive semi-definite closed operator. That is, Dom(qT ) =
Dom(
√
T ) and
qT (h, g) = 〈
√
Th,
√
Tg〉F 2
d
,
for all h, g ∈ Dom(qT ). In particular, Dom(qT ) is complete with respect to
the graph norm of
√
T :
‖h‖2qT+1 := qT (h, h) + ‖h‖2 = ‖
√
Th‖2 + ‖h‖2.
By the above construction of q, it follows that the domain of µ, as a quadratic
form is contained in Dom(q) ⊆ Dom(qT ) = Dom(
√
T ), so that, in particular,
Ad ⊆ Dom(
√
T ). Moreover, qT is obtained as the closure of q which was
initially defined above on Ad. This means that Ad is dense in Hq+1, the
Hilbert space completion of Dom(q) = Ad with respect to the graph norm
of
√
T . Hence, by construction, (Ad,
√
TAd) is dense in the graph G(
√
T )
and Ad is a core for
√
T . This argument can be repeated, initially assuming
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that Dom(qµ) = C{z1, ..., zd} is the free polynomials, and it follows as above
that the free polynomials are a form core for qT . 
Theorem 6.4. An NC measure µ ∈ (A†d)+ is AC if and only if it defines
a closable quadratic L−Toeplitz form on F 2d . The closure of this form is
the form of a unique positive semi-definite L−Toeplitz T with C{z1, ..., zd}
a core for
√
T .
The Lebesgue Form Decomposition and the Lebesgue Decomposition of
µ ∈ (A†d)+ are the same: If
µ = qˆac + qˆs,
is the Lebesgue Form Decomposition of µ, identified with the positive L−Toeplitz
form qµ with dense domain Dom(qµ) = C{z1, ..., zd} (or Ad) in F 2d , and
µ = µac + µs,
is the Lebesgue Decomposition of µ into absolutely continuous and singular
NC measures, then
qˆac = µac, and qˆs = µs.
Proof. Theorem 6.1 shows that any AC functional defines a closable qua-
dratic form which is L−Toeplitz. Conversely, suppose that µ, identified with
a quadratic form qµ, on F
2
d , is closable with closure q. Then q = qT is the
quadratic form of a closed, positive semi-definite L−Toeplitz operator T ,
and C{z1, ..., zd} is a core for
√
T . Suppose that x ∈ Dom(T ) ⊆ Dom(√T ).
Then since C{z1, ..., zd} is a core for
√
T , we can find a sequence of free
polynomials, pn, so that
pn → x, and
√
Tpn →
√
Tx.
In particular, the sequence pn(L) + Nµ is Cauchy in F
2
d (µ), and converges
to a vector xˆ ∈ F 2d (µ):
‖pn − pm +Nµ‖µ = ‖
√
T (pn − pm)‖F 2
d
→ 0.
It follows that we can identify Dom(T ) with a linear subspace (generally
non-closed), Dµ(T ) ⊂ F 2d (µ). We claim that any vector y ∈ Dµ(T ) is
such that Cµy ∈ H2(BdN). Indeed, as above, given y ∈ Dµ(T ), there is a
vector yˇ ∈ Dom(T ) and a sequence of free polynomials pn so that pn → yˇ,√
Tpn →
√
T yˇ, and pn(L) +Nµ → y in F 2d (µ). The free Cauchy Transform
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of y is:
(Cµy)(Z) =
∑
α∈Fd
Zα〈Παµ(I +Nµ), y〉µ
= lim
n→∞
∑
Zα〈Παµ(I +Nµ), pn(L) +Nµ〉µ
= lim
n
∑
Zα〈
√
TLα1,
√
Tpn(L)1〉F 2
d
=
∑
Zα〈
√
TLα1,
√
T yˇ〉F 2
d
=
∑
Zα〈Lα1, T yˇ〉F 2
d
.
= (T yˇ)(Z).
Since T yˇ ∈ H2(BdN) = F 2d this proves our claim. Moreover, by general facts
about closed operators, Dom(T ) is a core for
√
T , and it follows that Dµ(T )
is norm-dense in F 2d (µ). This proves that
H
+(Hµ)
⋂
H2(BdN),
is dense in H +(Hµ), so that µ is, by definition, an absolutely continuous
NC measure. 
7. The Radon-Nikodym formula for NC measures
Consider µ = µB as before. By Theorem 6.4, µ has an NC Lebesgue
decomposition
µ = µac + µs,
and by Theorem 6.1 there is a closed, densely defined, positive L-Toeplitz
operator T such that Ad ⊂ Dom(T ),
(7.1) µac(a
∗
2a1) = 〈
√
Ta1,
√
Ta2〉F 2
d
= qT (a1, a2),
and so that Ad ⊆ Dom(
√
T ) is a core for
√
T . The operator T can be
thought of as the NC Radon-Nikodym derivative of µ with respect to NC
Lebesgue measure,m. Our goal is to recover T from the function B, or, more
precisely, from the net of dilated functions (Br(R)) where Br(R) := B(rR),
0 < r < 1. For each r < 1 we form the (bounded, positive, invertible,
L-Toeplitz) operator Tr:
Tr := Re (HB(rR)) > 0
= (I −B(rR)∗)−1 (I −B(rR)∗B(rR)) (I −B(rR))−1 ∈ R∞d ,
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We observe that in one variable, the quadratic form induced by the
Toeplitz operator Tr is
〈Trf, g〉H2 =
∫
∂D
f(ζ)g(ζ)
1− |b(rζ)|2
|1− b(rζ)|2 m(dζ) f, g ∈ H
2
and by Fatou’s theorem, we have that the Radon-Nikodym derivative of µb
is:
µb(dζ)
m(dζ)
=
1− |b(ζ)|2
|1− b(ζ)|2 = limrր1
1− |b(rζ)|2
|1− b(rζ)|2 .
Thus T can be recovered from the Br by forming the Toeplitz operators
Tr and taking a.e. limits of the symbols, so that T is the densely defined
Toeplitz operator with L1 symbol
(7.2)
1− |b(ζ)|2
|1− b(ζ)|2 ; ζ ∈ ∂D.
In the noncommutative setting, the notion of boundary values appears to
be unsuitable, and so we look to recover the ‘NC Radon-Nikodym derivative’
T from the Tr by some other method. (Besides this, even in the circle
the notion of ‘almost everywhere convergence’ is not topological, and so
probably cannot be recast in any purely operator-theoretic or functional
analytic terms.) An additional complication is that while the operators Tr
are bounded, T generically is not. It turns out the notion of strong resolvent
convergence (i.e. strong operator topology (SOT) convergence of resolvents)
of positive semi-definite operators is appropriate. This notion is defined in
Section 7.5. The goal of this section is then to prove:
Theorem 7.1. If Tr := Re (HB(rR)) as above then Tr converges to T in
the strong resolvent sense.
Using this result (and without appeal to Fatou’s theorem) it is not too
difficult to show that in, in the one variable case, T is the (possibly un-
bounded) Toeplitz operator with the symbol given above in Equation (7.2),
as of course must be the case.
7.2. Radial approximation of NC Herglotz functions. Let B ∈ Ld :=
[H∞(BdN)]1 be a contractive NC function on the NC unit ball, and let B
† ∈
Rd be its transpose-conjugate in the right free Schur class. For any 0 < r <
1, define
Br(R) := B(rR), and µr := µBr .
Lemma 7.3. The net B(rR) converges SOT − ∗ to B(R) as r ր 1.
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Proof. It is not hard to show, as in [30, Theorem 3.5.5], that Br(R)
SOT→
B(R). In fact, Br(R)
SOT−∗→ B(R) = MR
B†(Z)
, since for any kernel function
K{Z, y, v},
‖(Br(R)−B(R))∗K{Z, y, v}‖2 = ‖K{Z, y, (B†(rZ)−B†(Z))v}‖2
=
(
y,K(Z,Z)[(B†(rZ)−B†(Z))vv∗(B†(rZ)−B†(Z))∗]y
)
Cn
→ 0.
Using that the set of all kernel functions is dense inH2(BdN), and that the net
Br(R) is uniformly norm-bounded, it follows that B(rR)
∗ converges SOT
to B(R)∗. 
Lemma 7.4. µr = µBr converges pointwise to µB as r ր 1. That is, for
any a1, a2 ∈ Ad, µr(a∗1a2)→ µB(a∗1a2).
Proof. This follows from the formula for the NC Clark measure of Definition
3.2, and that H†B(rZ) converges pointwise to H
†
B(Z) as r ր 1. 
7.5. Strong resolvent convergence of self-adjoint operators. It will
be useful to recall some basic facts about convergence of unbounded self-
adjoint operators. Our main reference for this is [27, Chapter VIII.7]:
Definition 7.6. Let An, A be closed, self-adjoint operators. The sequence
An converges to A in the strong resolvent (SR) sense if (An − λI)−1 →
(A− λI)−1 in the strong operator topology (SOT) for any λ ∈ C \R.
To show strong resolvent convergence it suffices to check SOT convergence
of the resolvents at any fixed point λ ∈ C \R:
Theorem 7.7. ([27, Theorem VIII.19] Let An, A be self-adjoint operators.
Then An
SR→ A if and only if there is a λ0 ∈ C \R so that (An − λ0I)−1 SOT→
(A− λ0I)−1.
Remark 7.8. We will be primarily interested in positive semi-definite An, A,
in which case one can instead choose λ0 ∈ (−∞, 0). In particular, it suffices
to show (I +An)
−1 SOT→ (I +A)−1.
7.9. Strong resolvent convergence of positive Free Harmonic Func-
tions. Recall that we have defined
Tr = (I −B(rR)∗)−1 (I −B(rR)∗B(rR)) (I −B(rR))−1 > 0; 0 < r < 1.
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To investigate the strong resolvent convergence of the Tr, we define ∆r(ǫ) :=
(ǫI + Tr)
−1 for any ǫ > 0. In particular, if ∆r := ∆r(1), then
∆r = (I + Tr)
−1 =
1
2
(I −B(rR)) (I − Re (B(rR)))−1 (I −B(rR)∗),
Since σ(I +Tr) ⊆ [1,∞), it follows that 0 ≤ ∆r ≤ I for any 0 < r < 1. Also
note that r 7→ ∆r is SOT-continuous for r ∈ (0, 1).
Our strategy will be to prove that if ∆(ǫ) := (ǫI + T )−1, where T ≥ 0 is
the closed, positive semi-definite NC Radon-Nikodym derivative of µ = µB
with respect to NC Lebesgue measure, i.e. qµac = qT , then
∆r(ǫ)
WOT→ ∆(ǫ) = (ǫI + T )−1.
Using the resolvent formula, it will then follow that ∆r = ∆r(1)
SOT→ ∆, so
that Tr converges to T in the strong resolvent sense.
7.10. Factorization of unbounded L−Toeplitz operators.
Theorem 7.11. Let τ ≥ 0 be a closed, positive semi-definite L−Toeplitz
operator so that the set of NC polynomials C{z1, ..., zd} is a core for
√
τ .
Then, for any fixed ǫ > 0 there is a right-outer xǫ(R) ∼ R∞d , Dom(xǫ(R)) =
Dom(
√
τ) so that xǫ(R)
∗xǫ(R) = ǫI + τ and xǫ := xǫ(R)1 ∈ F 2d .
This is essentially [25, Theorem 1.1, Corollary 1.4], without the assump-
tion that τ is bounded. We pause to observe that in one variable this result
is essentially a familiar consequence of the theory of outer functions: if h is
a non-negative L1 function on the circle, (think of this as the symbol of τ),
then 1+h is log-integrable on the unit circle ∂D, hence there is an H2 outer
function g such that 1 + h = |g|2 almost everywhere on ∂D, or, (ignoring
techincalities about domains)
I + Th = T1+h = T
∗
g Tg.
(Of course h itself need not be log-integrable and hence need not factor.)
Definition 7.12. Let Π be a row isometry on a Hilbert space H. A closed,
densely-defined operator X : Dom(X) ⊆ F 2d → H is called an intertwiner if
Dom(X) is L−invariant and
XLkx = ΠkXx; x ∈ Dom(X).
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Theorem 7.13. Let Π be a cyclic row isometry on H. Suppose X : Dom(X) ⊆
F 2d → H is an intertwiner which is densely-defined, closed, surjective, and
bounded below. Then Π is unitarily equivalent to L.
Any X satisfying the above theorem has a bounded inverse, by the open
mapping theorem. By assumption, if X is an intertwiner, Dom(X) is
L−invariant. This result is essentially [7, Theorem 2.8], without the as-
sumption that X is bounded. Our proof follows the same lines, though the
unbounded case requires some care.
Proof. The Cuntz part of Π is supported on:
K :=
∞⋂
k=1
 ∨
|α|=k
Ran (Πα)

=
∞⋂
k=1
 ∨
|α|=k
ΠαXDom(X)
 (by surjectivity of X)
=
∞⋂
k=1
 ∨
|α|=k
XLαDom(X)

We now prove that the space
⋂∞
k=1
(∨
|α|=kXL
αDom(X)
)
is {0}. Let
Mk =
∨
|α|=k
LαDom(X), k = 1, 2, . . .
(here we are taking just the linear span, not its closure). We have Mk ⊂
Dom(X) for each k, and
∞⋂
k=1
Mk ⊂
∞⋂
k=1
 ∨
|α|=k
LαF 2d
 = {0}.
Now suppose that h ∈ K = ⋂∞k=1XMk, we want to prove h = 0. For each k
there is a gk ∈Mk such that h = Xgk. Since X is assumed bounded below,
we have
‖h‖ = ‖Xgk‖ ≥ c‖gk‖
for some absolute constant c > 0, and all k. Thus the sequence gk is uni-
formly bounded, so there is a subsequence (gnk) converging weakly to some
g ∈ F 2d . Since the Mk are nested, this g must belong to the intersection
of all the Mk, which we have just observed is {0}. Thus g = 0. Let now
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f ∈ Dom(X∗), which is a dense subspace since X is closed. We have
〈h, f〉 = 〈Xgnk , f〉 = 〈gnk ,X∗f〉 → 0.
Since this holds for all f ∈ Dom(X∗), we conclude h = 0.
We have shown that K = {0}, hence Π is of pure type−L. Since Π is
cyclic, its wandering space is one-dimensional, and Π is unitarily equivalent
to L.

Proof of Theorem 7.11. Without loss in generality assume ǫ = 1 and con-
sider X :=
√
I + τ . This is closed, bounded below, strictly positive, and
hence bijective. Both
√
τ and
√
I + τ are (generally unbounded) closed
positive semi-definite operators, and it follows from spectral theory that
Dom(
√
τ) = Dom(
√
I + τ). It is further easy to check that the norms
‖h‖2G(√τ) := ‖h‖2 + ‖
√
τh‖2,
and
‖h‖2I+τ := ‖
√
I + τh‖2,
coincide on Dom(
√
τ). (Indeed, it is clear that they coincide on Dom(τ),
which is a core for
√
τ). Moreover, since qI + qT = qI+τ , it follows that if a
set D is a form core for qτ then it is also a form core for qI+τ . Recalling that
a set D is a form core for a positive quadratic form qA, where A ≥ 0, if and
only if it is a core for
√
A, it follows that C{z1, ..., zd} is a core for
√
I + τ .
Define a row isometry, Π, on Ran (X) = F 2d by the equation:
ΠkXy = XLky; y ∈ Dom(X).
This is a row isometry since qI+τ = qτ + m (where recall m denotes the
Lebesgue vacuum state) is an L−Toeplitz form:
〈ΠjXy1,ΠkXy2〉F 2
d
= 〈XLky1,XLjy2〉
= 〈Ljy1, Lky2〉F 2
d
+ 〈√τLjy1,
√
τLky2〉F 2
d
= δk,j〈Xy1,Xy2〉F 2
d
.
As discussed above C{z1, ..., zd} is a form core for
√
τ , and hence for
√
I + τ .
It follows that any element h =
√
I + τg ∈ Ran (X) is the norm-limit of
vectors of the form Xpn(L)1, for pn ∈ C{z1, ..., zd}. Hence,
h = lim
n→∞ pn(Π)X1,
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so that X1 is cyclic for Π.
This proves that X : Dom(X) → F 2d is a densely-defined, closed and
bijective intertwiner, and Π is a cyclic row isometry so that Theorem 7.13
implies that Π ≃ L is unitarily equivalent to L via a unitary U on F 2d ,
U∗ΠU = L. The operator U∗X then commutes with the left free shifts:
LkU
∗Xh = U∗XLkh; h ∈ Dom(X),
and it follows that U∗X = x(R) ∼ R∞d is a right-Smirnov multiplier affiliated
to the right multiplier algebra of the NC Hardy Space (see [12, Corollary
4.26 ]), and
x(R)∗x(R) = X∗X = I + τ.
Since x(R) = U∗
√
I + T , the free polynomials are a core for x(R), and
Ran (x(R)) is dense in F 2d so that x(R) is right-outer. Since 1 ∈ Dom(
√
I + τ ) =
Dom(x(R)) it follows that x = x(R)1 ∈ F 2d is a left-cyclic vector. 
Remark 7.14. In the above, since I + τ ≥ I is bounded below by 1, it
follows that x(R)−1 is a contractive right multiplier.
Lemma 7.15. The contractive operators x(rR)−1(x(rR)∗)−1 convege SOT
to (I + τ)−1 as r ր 1.
Proof. Immediate, by Lemma 7.3. 
Corollary 7.16. Let τ ≥ 0 be any closed, positive semi-definite L−Toeplitz
operator so that Ad is a core for
√
τ . If ǫ > 0 is fixed and yǫ(R) ∼ R∞d is the
(potentially unbounded) outer right multiplier so that ǫI + τ = yǫ(R)
∗yǫ(R)
and yǫ = yǫ(R)1 ∈ F 2d , then yǫ(R) = (MRψǫ)−1 where
ψǫ =
1√
〈1, (ǫI + τ)−11〉 (ǫI + τ)
−11.
Proof. This is an extension of [25, Theorem 1.5] to closed, unboundedL−Toeplitz
operators, and the proof is similar. Again, without loss in generality we as-
sume that ǫ = 1. Let ϕ := (I + τ)−11. We first claim that MRϕ defines
a bounded operator in R∞d . To see this note that ϕ ∈ Dom(I + τ) =
Dom(y(R)∗y(R)) ⊂ Dom(y(R)). Hence y(R)ϕ ∈ Dom(y(R)∗) and for
any α ∈ Fd, Lαy(R)ϕ = y(R)Lαϕ ∈ Dom(y(R)∗) since Dom(y(R)∗) is
L−invariant by [12, Corollary 4.27] and also Lαϕ ∈ Dom(y(R)). We con-
clude that Lαϕ ∈ Dom(y(R)∗y(R)) for any α ∈ Fd. Hence, for any free
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polynomial,
p(L) :=
∑
α
pαL
α ∈ C{L1, ..., Ld},
we have that p(L)ϕ ∈ Dom(I + τ) and
‖MRϕ p‖2 = ‖p(L)ϕ‖2
≤ ‖√I + τp(L)ϕ‖2 (Well-defined as Dom(√I + τ) = Dom(y(R)).)
=
∑
α,β
pαpβ〈Lαϕ, (I + τ)Lβϕ〉
=
∑
α
|pα|2〈ϕ, (I + τ)ϕ〉 = ‖p‖2F 2
d
〈1, (I + τ)−11〉F 2
d
.
This proves that MRϕ extends to a bounded operator. Moreover, a similar
calculation shows that for any p, q ∈ C{z1, ..., zd},
〈(MRϕ )∗(I + τ)MRϕ p, q〉 = 〈p, q〉F 2
d
〈1, (I + τ)−11〉F 2
d
,
so that
(MRϕ )
∗(I + τ)MRϕ = I〈1, (I + τ)−11〉,
or, defining ψ as in the theorem statement,
(MRψ )
∗(I + τ)MRψ = I.
We claim that MRψ =: F (R) ∈ R∞d is outer, namely that ψ is cyclic for L.
To see this suppose that h ∈ F 2d was orthogonal to
∨
Lαψ, or equivalently,
to
∨
Lαϕ. Since (I+ τ)−1 is bounded, the closed operator I+ τ is surjective
which means that h = (I + τ)g for some g ∈ F 2d . Then,
(I + τ)g ⊥ Lα(I + τ)−11,
for any α ∈ Fd. In particular, taking α = ∅ shows g∅ = 0 so that g = LL∗g
Hence,
0 = 〈(I + τ)LL∗g, Lkϕ〉
= 〈L∗g, L∗(I + τ)Lkϕ〉
= 〈L∗kg, (I + τ)ϕ〉 = 〈g, Lk1〉,
and this shows that all Fourier coeficients of order 1 of g also vanish. Repeat-
ing this argument shows that all Fourier coefficients vanish so that g ≡ 0,
ϕ,ψ are L-cyclic, and F (R) = MRψ is right-outer (and hence has a right-
Smirnov inverse affiliated to R∞d [13, 12]).
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By previous calculation we have (MRψ )
∗y(R)∗y(R)MRψ = I, and it follows
that y(R)MRψ ∼ N +d (R) is unitary. Hence y(R)MRψ ∈ R∞d is a bounded,
unitary right multiplier. However, the only normal elements of R∞d are
scalar multiples of the identity [5, Corollary 1.5], so that y(R)MRψ = αI for
some α ∈ ∂D, and we can assume, without loss in generality, that α = 1
and MRψ = y(R)
−1. 
Remark 7.17. Taking τ = T ≥ 0 to be the NC Radon-Nikodym derivative
of µ = µB with respect to NC Lebesgue measure, i.e. qT is the closure of
qµac, the above results can be applied to any ∆(ǫ) = (ǫI + T )
−1 for any
ǫ > 0. In particular, ∆ = ∆(1) = (I + T )−1 factors as:
(7.3) ∆ = x(R)−1(x(R)∗)−1,
where x(R)−1 ∈ [R∞d ]1 is contractive, right-outer, x(R) ∼ R∞d , and x(R)1 =
x ∈ F 2d is L−cyclic.
7.18. Radial approximation of Free Harmonic Functions. For any
0 < r < 1 consider the map Φr : R
∞
d → R∞d defined by:
Φr(Rk) := rRk.
Since rR is a strict row contraction, it follows that Φr extends to a com-
pletely positive and unital map on the (right) Free Toeplitz System (R∞d + (R
∞
d )
∗)−wk−∗
[22, Corollary 2.3].
Observe that T has well-defined Fourier coefficients:
Tα := 〈
√
TLα1,
√
T1〉F 2
d
,
and that by definition,
T∅ = (Hµac)∅, and Tα = 2(Hµac)α,
for α 6= ∅ are (up to a constant) the Fourier coefficients of the NC Herglotz
function Hµac since qT is the closure of qµac . It follows that we can define
the bounded L−Toeplitz operators Φr(T ) by the Fourier coefficients:
(Φr(T ))α = Tαr
|α| = (Hµac)αr
|α|,
and it follows that
qΦr(T ) = (µac)r,
so that
0 ≤ Φr(T ) = Re (Hµac(rR)) ≤ Re (Hµ(rR)) = Tr.
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In the disk, if h is a bounded, positive harmonic function and we have
h(ζ) = |g(ζ)|2 on the circle, for some bounded analytic g, then |g(z)|2 ≤ h(z)
inside the disk, since h is harmonic, |g|2 is subharmonic, and they have the
same boundary values. An NC version of this, adapted to our purposes, is
the following:
Lemma 7.19. For any 0 < r < 1, we have the harmonic majorant inequal-
ity:
(7.4) x(rR)∗x(rR) ≤ I +Φr(T ) ≤ I + Tr.
Proof. By the Schwarz inequality for unital 2−positive maps [18, Proposition
3.3], for any a(R) ∈ R∞d , it follows that
a(rR)∗a(rR) ≤ Φr(a(R)∗a(R)),
and we need to show that this inequality holds for potentially unbounded
right multipliers.
Let xN be the Nth partial sum of x, so that xN → x in F 2d , and define
I + TN := xN (R)
∗xN (R).
Observe that for any α ∈ Fd,
lim
N→∞
(Φr(I + TN ))α = |r|α lim(I + TN )α
= |r|α lim〈Lα1, xN (R)∗xN (R)1〉
= |r|α lim〈Lα1xN , xN 〉
= |r|α〈Lαx, x〉
= |r|α〈x(R)Lα1, x(R)1〉
= |r|α〈√I + TLα1,√I + T1〉
= |r|α(I + T )α = (I +Φr(T ))α.
It follows that if
p(L) =
∑
|α|≤M
pαL
α,
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is any free polynomial, then
lim
N→∞
〈p,Φr (I + TN ) p〉F 2
d
= lim |p∅|2(I + TN )∅ + lim
∑
α,γ
(α,γ)6=(∅,∅)
pαpαγ 〈1,Φr(I + TN )Lγ1〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
=r|γ|(I+TN )γ
+c.c.
= 〈p, (I +Φr(T ))p〉F 2
d
,(7.5)
by the previous calculation. In the above c.c. denotes complex conjugate of
the previous term. Hence,
〈x(rR)p, x(rR)p〉 = ‖p(L)x(rR)1‖2
= lim
N
‖p(L)xN (rR)1‖2
= lim〈p, xN (rR)∗xN (rR)p〉
≤ lim〈p,Φr (xN (R)∗xN (R)) p〉
= lim〈p,Φr(I + TN )p〉
= 〈p, (I +Φr(T ))p〉,
by Equation (7.5), and this proves that
x(rR)∗x(rR) ≤ I +Φr(T ),
which is in turn bounded above by I + Tr by the discussion preceding the
lemma. 
Consider the net ∆r, 0 < ∆r ≤ I, for 0 < r < 1. Since this net is
uniformly bounded, there is a WOT-convergent subsequence ∆k := ∆rk
with limit 0 ≤ δ ≤ I. To show that the entire net ∆r converges in WOT to
δ, it suffices to show that any WOT−convergent subsequence of the net ∆r
has the same limit, δ.
Proposition 7.20. Let ∆r := (I + Tr)
−1. Then ∆r
WOT→ ∆, where ∆ :=
(I + T )−1.
This proposition does most of the work of proving Theorem 7.1; once it
is established it remains only to improve WOT convergence to SOT conver-
gence, which is a routine argument using the resolvent identity. To prove
the proposition, we begin with a lemma.
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Lemma 7.21. Let ∆k := ∆rk be any WOT−convergent subsequence of ∆r
with limit δ. Then 0 < δ ≤ I is injective so that δ−1 is a closed, positive
operator.
Proof. Suppose that δ has kernel so that there is a non-zero x ∈ F 2d so that
δx = 0. It follows then that
0 = 〈x, δx〉 = lim
rkր1
〈δkx, x〉
= lim
k→∞
〈yk, (I − Re (B(rkR))−1yk〉,
where yk := (I − B(rkR)∗)x. By the NC Schwarz inequality and Mo¨bius
transforms, B(rkR) is a strict contraction so that 0 < (I−Re (B(rkR))) < 2I
is invertible for 0 < rk < 1 [23, Theorem 2.4], [10, Remark 4.2]. By spectral
mapping,
1
2
I ≤ (I − Re (B(rkR)))−1,
so that
0 = 〈x, δx〉
= lim
k
〈yk, (I − Re (B(rkR)))−1yk〉
≥ 1
2
lim
k
‖yk‖2
=
1
2
lim
k
‖(I −B(rkR)∗)x‖2
=
1
2
‖(I −B(R)∗)x‖2.
Since B(R) is a contraction, it follows also that (I −B(R))x = 0. However,
since we assume that B ∈ Ld is non-constant, it must be strictly contractive
on the NC ball, in particular I −B(Z) must be invertible. Hence,
0 = U†(I −B(R))x = U†(I −B(R))U∗† U†x
= (I −B(L))x†,
so that for any Z,
0 = (I −B(Z))x†(Z).
We conclude that x ≡ 0, and that δ is injective. 
Proof of Proposition 7.20. Let ∆k be any WOT−convergent subsequence
with limit δ, it suffices to show that δ = ∆ = (I + T )−1, where recall
that qT is the closure of qµac , and µ = µB. This will prove that every
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WOT−convergent subsequence of the ∆r has the same limit, ∆, so that the
entire net converges in WOT to ∆. By the previous lemma, δ−1 is closed,
positive, and bounded below by 1 and we can define T ′ := δ−1 − I. By
spectral mapping, T ′ is positive semi-definite.
By [25, Theorem 1.5], for any 0 < r < 1, there is a bounded yr(R) ∈ R∞d
so that ∆−1r = I + Tr = yr(R)∗yr(R), where
yr(R) = c
−1
r (M
R
∆r1)
−1; cr := 〈1,∆r1〉−1/2,
so that yr(R)
−1 = crMR∆r1. Here, note that any right outer y(R) ∼ R∞d
is always pointwise invertible on the NC unit ball BdN [12, Lemma 3.2].
Moreover,
∆r = (I + Tr)
−1 = yr(R)−1(yr(R)∗)−1,
so that ‖yr(R)−1‖ ≤ 1. The Fourier coefficients of yr(R)−1 are then:
〈Lα1, yr(R)−11〉 = cr〈Lα1,∆r1〉.
Consider the operator cMRδ1 where c := 〈1, δ1〉−1/2, initially defined on free
polynomials. Then, since ∆k = ∆rk
WOT→ δ, we claim this defines a contrac-
tive right multiplier, y(R)−1 so that yk(R)−1 converges in the weak operator
topology to y(R)−1. Indeed, for any α, β ∈ Fd,
〈Lα1, (cMRδ1 − yk(R)−1)Lβ1〉 = 〈Lα\β1, (δ −∆k)1〉 → 0,
and so the same holds for any free polynomials p, q. Since free polynomials
are dense in F 2d and the sequence yk(R)
−1 is uniformly bounded, it follows
that
yk(R)
−1 WOT→ cMRδ1,
so that y(R)−1 := cMRδ1 is a contractive right multiplier.
We claim that δ = y(R)−1(y(R)∗)−1. Indeed this follows because
∆k = yk(R)
−1(yk(R)∗)−1
WOT→ δ
where ∆k = yk(R)
−1(yk(R)−1)∗. Consider,
〈K{Z, y, v}, δK{W,x, u}〉 = lim
k
〈K{Z, y, v},∆kK{W,x, u}〉.
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Since y†k(Z)
−1 converges pointwise to y†(Z)−1 on the NC unit ball,
〈K{Z, y, v},∆kK{W,x, u}〉 = 〈(yk(R)−1)∗K{Z, y, v}, (yk(R)∗)−1K{W,x, u}〉
= 〈K{Z, y, y†k(Z)−1v},K{W,x, y†k(W )−1u}〉
=
(
y,K(Z,W )[v∗y†k(Z)
−1(y†k(W )
∗)−1u]x
)
Cn
→
(
y,K(Z,W )[v∗y†(Z)−1(y†(W )∗)−1u]x
)
Cn
= 〈K{Z, y, v}, y(R)−1(y(R)∗)−1K{W,x, u}〉,
the claim follows.
Consider yk(R) := yrk(R). Observe that the sequence yk = yk(R)1 is
uniformly bounded in F 2d :
‖yk(R)1‖2 = 〈1, (I +Re (HB(rkR))1〉F 2
d
= 1 + µBrk (I) = 1 + Re
(
HBrk
)
∅
= 1 +HB(0) = 1 + µB(I) <∞.
It follows that there is a weakly convergent subsequence yj = ykj with limit
y˜ ∈ F 2d . However, we already know that for any Z ∈ BdN, y†k(Z)−1 converges
pointwise to y†(Z)−1 so that y†k(Z) converges to y
†(Z) pointwise. It follows
that the subsequence yj = ykj converges pointwise to both y and y˜ so that
y = y˜ ∈ F 2d . In particular, for any free polynomial, p,
‖y(R)p‖2 = ‖p(L)y‖2
= lim
k
〈p(L)yk, p(L)y〉
≤ ‖y(R)p‖ lim
k
‖p(L)yk‖,
and it follows that
‖y(R)p‖ ≤ lim
k
‖p(L)yk‖
= lim
k
(〈p, yk(R)∗yk(R)p〉)1/2
= lim
k
(〈p, (I +Re (HB(rkR)))p〉)1/2
= lim
k
(
µBrk (p
∗p) +m(p∗p)
)1/2
= (µB +m)(p
∗p)1/2, by Lemma 7.4.
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This proves that the vector state my(L
α) := 〈y, Lαy〉F 2
d
is dominated by
µ+m = µB +m. However, (as described in Example 4.11) any symmetric
vector state my, for y ∈ F 2d , generates a closable, densely-defined positive
quadratic form:
qy(a1, a2) := my(a
∗
1a2); a1, a2 ∈ Ad
= 〈a1(L)y, a2(L)y〉F 2
d
= 〈y(R)a1, y(R)a2〉F 2
d
= qI+T ′(a1, a2); I + T
′ := y(R)∗y(R).
By Theorem 6.1 the closure of qµac = qT is the maximal closed positive
semi-definite quadratic form dominated by µ, so that, by maximality,
I + T ≥ y(R)∗y(R) = I + T ′.
Conversely, for any 0 < r < 1, the harmonic majorant inequality of
Lemma 7.19 implies that
x(rR)∗x(rR) ≤ I + Tr.
By [16, Chapter VI, Theorem 2.21] (see also [31, Proposition 1.1]), closed
positive semi-definite operators obey T1 ≤ T2 (in the sense that Dom(
√
T2) ⊆
Dom(
√
T1) and
‖
√
T1h‖2 = qT1(h, h) ≤ qT2(h, h) = ‖
√
T2h‖2,
for all h ∈ Dom(√T2)) if and only if (λI + T2)−1 ≤ (λI + T1)−1 for any
λ > 0. It follows that the above inequality is equivalent to:
(I + Tr)
−1 = ∆r ≤ x(rR)−1(x(rR)∗)−1.
In particular, for each r = rk,
∆rk︸︷︷︸
WOT→ (I+T ′)−1
≤ x(rkR)−1(x(rkR)∗)−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
SOT→ (I+T )−1
,
where the SOT convergence of x(rR)−1(x(rR)∗)−1 to (I+T )−1 follows from
Lemma 7.15. Again by [16, Chapter VI, Theorem 2.21], we conclude that
I + T ≤ I + T ′,
so that I + T = I + T ′ and T = T ′. 
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Remark 7.22. Observe that with x(R)∗x(R) = I + T , and yr(R)∗yr(R) =
I + Tr, we have that x(rR)1 → x(R)1 = x in F 2d , and similarly since (I +
Tr)
−1 converges in WOT to (I+T )−1, one can argue that yr(R)1 converges
weakly to x(R)1 in F 2d . However, yr generally does not converge in norm to
x, as this would imply that µ = µac, which is generally not true.
Remark 7.23. Since T ′ = T , Equation (7.4), becomes:
(7.6)
x(rR)∗x(rR) ≤ I + Tr = 2(I −B(rR)∗)−1(I − Re (B(rR)))(I −B(rR))−1.
Equivalently, setting X(rR) := x(rR)(I −B(rR)),
(7.7) X(rR)∗X(rR) ≤ 2(I − Re (B(rR))).
This shows that the free harmonic function 2(I−Re (B†(Z))) is a harmonic
majorant for the free ‘subharmonic function’ X†(Z)∗X†(Z).
We are finally in position to prove our main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 7.1. We have proven that ∆r := (I + Tr)
−1 converges to
∆ := (I + T )−1 in WOT and a similar analysis for ∆r(s) = (sI + Tr)−1,
s > 0 shows that ∆r(s) converges WOT to ∆(s) = (sI + T )
−1.
Now, using WOT convergence of the ∆r(s) = (sI + Tr)
−1 to ∆(s) for
1 ≤ s ≤ 2 implies, by the resolvent formula,
1
ǫ
(
(I + Tr)
−1 − ((1 + ǫ)I + Tr)−1
)
= (I + Tr)
−1((1 + ǫ)I + Tr)−1,
is WOT-convergent to
(I + T )−1((1 + ǫ)I + T )−1,
for any ǫ ∈ [0, 1]. Since (I+Tr)−1((1+ ǫ)I+Tr)−1 is uniformly bounded for
ǫ ∈ [0, 1] and 0 < r < 1, taking the limit as ǫ→ 0+ shows that
(I + Tr)
−2 WOT→ (I + T )−2,
isWOT−convergent, and this implies SOT−convergence of (I+Tr)−1 since
‖(I + Tr)−1h‖2 = 〈h, (I + Tr)−2h〉.
Hence Tr → T in the strong resolvent sense. 
Having proved that T is recovered from Tr in the sense of strong resol-
vent convergence, we consider the problem of exhibiting T more explicitly.
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Ideally, one would like to prove that
T = (I −B(R)∗)−1(I −B(R)∗B(R))(I −B(R)−1
(suitably interpreted). One way of making this precise would be to claim
that Ran (I −B(R)) belongs to Dom(√T ), in which case it would readily
follow that for all f, g ∈ F 2d
〈T (I −B(R)f, (I −B(R))g〉 = 〈(I −B(R)∗B(R))f, g〉.
If this were true unrestrictedly, it would prove, for example, that T = 0
(equivalently, µac = 0, that is, µ is singular) if and only ifB(R) is an isometry
(that is, an NC inner function). (This correspondence–that a function b is
inner if and only if its Herglotz measure µb is singular–of course holds in
one variable, via the standard form of Fatou’s Theorem as described in the
introduction.) Here, at present, our results are somewhat less satisfactory,
but we are able to prove the desired inequality in one direction:
Theorem 7.24. Dom(
√
I + T ) contains Ran (I −B(R)) and
(7.8) (I −B(R)∗)(I + T )(I −B(R)) ≤ 2(I − Re (B(R))).
Proof. By Theorem 7.11 we have that x(R)∗x(R) = I+T , x(R) = U∗
√
I + T
(by construction and also by polar decomposition) so that Dom(x(R)) =
Dom(
√
I + T ). We claim that Ran (I −B(R)) ⊆ Dom(√I + T ) = Dom(x(R)).
First define, for each 0 < r < 1, X(rR) := x(rR)(I −B(rR)). Then,
X(rR)∗X(rR) = (I −B(rR)∗)x(rR)∗x(rR)(I −B(rR))
≤ (I −B(rR)∗)(I + Tr)(I −B(rR))
= 2(I − Re (B(rR))).(7.9)
It follows that X(rR) is uniformly norm-bounded for 0 < r < 1. Let
Xk(R) = X(rkR) be any WOT−convergent subsequence with limit X˜(R).
Then X†(rkZ) converges pointwise to X˜(Z) for any Z ∈ BdN. However, we
also have
X†(rkZ) = (I −B†(rkZ))x†(rkZ)→ X†(Z) := (I −B†(Z))x†(Z).
This proves that any such WOT limit is unique and equal to X(R) =
x(R)(I −B(R)), so that, in particular, Ran (I −B(R)) ⊆ Dom(x(R)), and
X(rR)
WOT→ X(R). Moreover, by Lemma 7.3, since X(rR) is uniformly
norm bounded, X(rR)
SOT−∗→ X(R). Taking the limit of Equation (7.9)
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then yields:
X(R)∗X(R) ≤ 2(I − Re (B(R))).

Corollary 7.25. Let µ = µB be the NC Herglotz measure of B ∈ L +d . If
B is inner (that is, B(R) =MR
B†
is an isometry) then µ is singular.
Proof. Recall that B is inner if and only if B(L), or equivalently B(R) =
U†B(L)U† are isometries. We have that the closure of qµac is qT where T is
the strong resolvent limit of the Tr = Re (HB(rR)) if µ = µB. In particular
for any h := (I −B(R))y, if B is inner then:
q(I+T )(h, h) ≤ 2〈y, (I − Re (B(R)))y〉
= 〈(I −B(R))y, y〉+ 〈y, (I −B(R))y〉
= 〈(I −B(R))y, (I −B(R))y〉
= 〈h, h〉 = qI(h, h).
This proves that I + T ≤ I so that T ≡ 0. 
Inspecting the proof of Theorem 7.24, it is not too hard to show that we
would obtain equality (rather than just the one inequality) if we knew that
for all B(R) we could factor
(7.10) 2I −B(R)∗ −B(R) = G(R)∗G(R).
for some G ∈ R∞d . Indeed, if this is so then for all r < 1 we would have
(I −B(rR)∗)(I + Tr)(I −B(rR)) ≥ G(rR)∗G(rR),
and by taking SOT limits
(I −B(R)∗)x(R)∗x(R)(I −B(R)) ≥ G(R)∗G(R) = 2(I − Re (B(R))).
as desired. In one variable the factorization (7.10) always holds, indeed on
the circle we have
2− b(ζ)− b(ζ) = |1− b(ζ)|2 + 1− |b(ζ)|2 ≥ |1− b(ζ)|2
so that 2− b(ζ)− b(ζ) is log-integrable, and hence there is an outer function
g with 2 − b(ζ) − b(ζ) = |g(ζ)|2. Thus our results allow us to fully recover
the known form of the Radon-Nikodym derivative in the one-variable case.
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